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I get to play the role of comic book superhero. As the “mighty man of macro,” I take the stage and wow people with the amazing things they can do in Excel. In small teaching settings, I ask everyone to answer the most pointless question: “What version of Excel are you using?”

Why is this a pointless question? Because it simply does not matter. If the answer is any version of Excel that has come out in the past decade—going back to Excel 97—then every tip I have to share will work.

Microsoft has asked us to upgrade from Excel 97 to 2000, 2000 to XP, and XP to 2003, all without giving Excel fans much new content. Yes, they changed the PivotTable Wizard in Excel 2000, added function tips in XP, and began to support XML in 2003. But there was really nothing new.

I have long theorized that once Microsoft had driven a stake through the heart of Lotus 1-2-3, there was simply no need to innovate. Today, Microsoft is aware that Star Office is becoming a credible threat, and the Excel development team has responded with a vengeance.

**JAW-DROPPING NEW EXCEL FEATURES**

Excel 2007 is a complete rewrite of the program. The new feature set is amazing. You can now do far more with Excel and do it far faster than ever before. The following sections describe just a few of the new features of Excel 2007.

**THE MASSIVE GRID**

For the past decade, we’ve dealt with 65,536 rows by 255 columns on a worksheet. 16.7 million cells sounds like a lot, but it is amazing how many times people encounter a dataset with 70,000 rows or 300 columns. Excel was almost big enough, but not quite. For many people, Access was only used as a product of desperation when they had more rows than Excel could accommodate.

A few years ago, I was able to spend a few hours with the Microsoft Excel project managers. They revealed that they were thinking of adding more rows and asked what I thought would be a reasonable figure. I remember telling them that if they didn’t at least double the rows—going to at least 131,072—the increase would not be impressive. They also let on that many people wanted to have three years of daily dates plus totals stretching across the columns. I walked away from that meeting predicting a new grid of 131,000 rows by 1,024 columns.

At the MVP Summit in September 2005, Microsoft gave us the first look at the new version of Excel. I was blown away by the size of the grid: 1,048,576 rows by 16,384 columns. That is more than 17 billion cells on one worksheet! I was sitting next to Ken Wright, an Excel MVP from England. In his British accent, Ken dryly quipped, “…and if we fill that up, we could always just go to Sheet2.”

The enormity of 17 billion cells is staggering. There is not a PC you could buy today that would hold 17 billion formulas. Microsoft has truly come out with a new file format that will last for the next 10 to 15 years. I am sure that by the time Excel 15 comes out, everyone will think it is commonplace to load up a half million records of transactional data.
To help you picture the situation, Figure I.1 contains an XY chart. The solid black rectangle in the upper-left corner is the relative size of Excel 2003. The large white square that makes up the rest of the chart is the relative size of Excel 2007. For a decade, you’ve been living in a tiny patch of real estate, and now the bounds are nearly endless.

To learn more about the Big Grid, see Chapter 7.

**Figure I.1**
The tiny black rectangle is the size of the old Excel compared to the new Excel.

---

**FANTASTIC DATA VISUALIZATIONS**

Excel 97 introduced conditional formatting. It was hard to use. A number of gotchas made it hard to figure out whether your conditional formatting was really working. When you figured out how to successfully set up conditional formatting, the feature was limited to three conditions. I eventually dropped this out of my power Excel seminar: It was too obscure, too hard, and not worth the effort to try to teach it.

Conditional formatting gets a complete makeover in Excel 2007. You now have one-click access to gradients, heat maps, and in-cell data bars. Managers’ eyes tend to glaze over when they are presented with a table of numbers. Add a full-color data visualization, and the meaning of a table can spring to life, as shown in Figure I.2. For more about data visualization, see Chapter 9.
Case Study: Backward Functionality Compatibility
The new data visualizations are designed to bring conditional formatting to the masses. What if you were one of the people who had taken the time to learn the old conditional formatting system?

Figure I.3 shows the Excel 2003 method for highlighting all rows that are above average in a range. Finding the Formula Is version of the conditional formatting dialog was beyond 99% of the Excel customers.

Figure I.3
Figuring out conditional formatting in Excel 2003 was difficult.

Excel 2007 provides options to highlight cells that are above average with just a few mouse clicks. A novice Excel customer could nearly duplicate Figure I.3 by selecting Home, Conditional Formatting, Top/Bottom Rules, Above Average, as shown in Figure I.4.

However, if you are a power user and still want to build conditional formatting the old way, you are more than welcome to. Near the bottom of each icon is a More Rules selection that takes you back to the familiar dialog boxes from prior versions of Excel. The new conditional formatting dialog, shown in Figure I.5, is not exactly like the old version shown in Figure I.3, but after you select the intuitive words Use a Formula to Determine Which Cells to Format, you are back in familiar territory.
Power users should be relieved that they can easily get back to their familiar dialog boxes. Look for the arrow icon in the bottom-right corner of many groups on the ribbon (you’ll learn more about ribbons later in this Introduction). Clicking this icon is the fast shortcut back to the old-style dialog box, which is shown in Figure I.6.

Figure I.6
You can click the expand icon in the lower right corner of most groups’ + sign in the triangle to access the old-style dialog boxes.
**Twenty-First Century Charting**

The charting in Excel 2003 is antique. It really had not changed in 15 years. Microsoft has provided a great new charting and diagramming engine and applied it to all Office 2007 components.

Features such as beveled edges, glow, and metallic bars are now just a click away. Rather than trying to format each element, you can simply hover over any of the 20 prepackaged themes to create charts that match your corporate color scheme and other designs. For more about charting, see Chapter 15.

**Business Intelligence**

Excel 2007 has a new, easier-to-use interface for the pivot table engine. You can now quickly apply data visualizations to a pivot table. In addition, if you regularly build pivot tables from OLAP cube datasources, you can now convert a pivot table into a range of high-powered formulas that will query certain dimensions of the cube. For more about Business Intelligence, see Chapter 10.

**Easier-to-Enter Formulas and Functions**

Anyone who dabbled with the VBA programming language in Excel has enjoyed the AutoComplete functionality in VBA for several versions of Excel. This technology now comes to the user interface side of Excel, with AutoComplete technology guiding you through the entry of functions and formulas. For more about tables and easier formulas, see Chapter 8.

All the functions formerly housed in the Analysis ToolPack have now been promoted to full-fledged members of the Excel family. It was frustrating to find a cool function in the Analysis ToolPack but not know whether someone in your recipient list had failed to enable this add-in.

Excel 2007 replaces the Excel 2003 list functionality with new table functionality. This powerful option renders obsolete the need to double-click the fill handle to copy formulas. It also makes the concept of English-language formulas automatic for formulas next to a table.

**Where Are My Menus and Toolbars?**

Everything we’ve discussed so far has been a good change. The grid size is amazing. The ease of use is amazing. So why did Microsoft have to drop the other shoe and remove the familiar File, Edit, View, Insert, Format, Tools, Data, Window, and Help menus from the top of the Excel window?

This is the single biggest problem with Excel 2007. I guarantee that by the time Excel 14 or Excel 15 rolls around, you will love it, but right now, right here, in the next two weeks, you will curse Microsoft more than you have ever cursed Microsoft.
The menu, toolbars, and task pane have been completely removed from Excel 2007.

Stop. Read that again.

The menu, toolbars, and task pane have been completely removed from Excel 2007.

If you are an intermediate Excel user, this change means that all the toolbar functionality you use everyday has been removed. This is a shocking change. It will take you a couple weeks to get used to it. Chapters 1 through 6 will cover this change in detail.

Although you won’t like it at first, it might help to understand why Microsoft had to do away with the old system.

**Why Couldn’t They Leave Well Enough Alone?**

Figure I.7 shows a screenshot of Word for Windows 1.0 from 1989. There were 2 toolbars, sporting a total of 26 icons.

**Figure I.7**
Word 1.0 featured 26 icons on two toolbars.

Word 2.0 in 1992 grew slightly, to 37 icons on 2 toolbars. By 1994, the common screen resolution had jumped from 640x480 to 800x600, and the number of toolbars had grown to eight. Context (right-click) menus were added. The icons were so confusing that Microsoft added ToolTips to each toolbar. Plus, Microsoft let you opt out of toolbars altogether with the new context menus.

Word 95 had nine toolbars. Word 97 had 18 toolbars and introduced cascading menus; there were too many commands to fit on a single list of menus, so you had to go searching through fly-out menus that populated each toolbar.

As new functionality was added, the number of toolbars continued to grow. A whole new feature called the task pane was introduced in Excel 2002. Microsoft was now using the top, bottom, and right edges of the screen to try to shoehorn in all the features.

Excel 2003 had 1,223 commands on 127 commandbars. If you tried to display them all at once, you would not be able to see the Excel grid at all, as shown in Figure I.8.
Furthermore, by Excel 2003, a lot of the toolbars were somewhat unpredictable. The Drawing toolbar was usually displayed at the bottom of the screen, but it could be moved anywhere on a particular computer. The List toolbar in Excel 2003 tended to come and go, without any rhyme or reason. Some toolbars would hang around long after they were needed (for example, there is no need to have the Picture toolbar displayed if there is not a picture on the worksheet, but Excel 2003 didn’t seem to know that). Some crazy add-in on my computer kept disabling the PivotTable toolbar, which meant I wrote a couple lines of VBA to get it back every time I wanted to create a pivot table.

Microsoft figured that if it didn’t make some sort of big change, this problem would only get worse in Excel 2007, Excel 14, Excel 15, and so on. Jensen Harris at Microsoft had predicted that there would be more than 100 different task panes shipping with Office 2007. Microsoft was, as always, intent on making the software more feature rich, but there was no real estate left in order to add these commands.

The Most Requested New Features…

Microsoft conducts many usability studies. It visits companies, watches people use Office, and then asks them what new features would make their jobs easier. The common thread: People asked for features that had been added in Excel 97. But no one could find them.

Imagine how frustrated you would be if your boss walked in and asked you to produce the XYZ report. You would respond for the 400 millionth time, “I already gave you that report!” The boss would keep repeating this routine every day for 10 years. Very frustrating, indeed.
I can judge audience reaction in my seminars by the gasps. If I hear a gasp, it means that someone in the audience has been wasting hours each day and will be able to reduce that to a button click tomorrow at work. The “gasp” items—for example, automatic subtotals, the fill handle—were all added 10 years ago. The people in my seminars aren’t stupid. There is clearly a problem when the average Joe can’t find the features that are in Excel.

Microsoft would win big if it could allow people to actually find the powerful features that it added a decade ago. For a whole generation of beginning to intermediate users, all the power in Excel would suddenly be “new to you.”

A **Scientific Approach to Popular Features**

Do you remember when Office introduced adaptive menus back in Excel 2000? The idea was that the menus had become too complex, so they would show you only the most popular menu items.

Do you have any idea how Microsoft decided what was most popular? It guessed. But it failed miserably.

A couple days after you installed Office 2003, an innocuous message would pop up, asking “Would You Like to Help Make Office Better?” If you chose Yes, Office collected information about how you selected commands—which toolbar buttons you pressed and in what order, whether you pasted by right-clicking or by pressing Ctrl+V? Since Office 2003 shipped, Microsoft has collected information on 1.3 billion sessions. Externally, this is called the Customer Experience Improvement Program. Internally, it is Service Quality Monitoring (SQM). The data from this program is SQM (pronounced “skwim”) data. This is a fantastic amount of information about how real people use the software in real-life situations.

One interesting example is that power users had a hunch that everyone pasted by using Ctrl+V or by using the right-click context menu. There was a move to remove the Paste icon from the ribbon. In response to this hunch, someone pulled out the SQM data. Despite there being much faster ways to execute a paste, the toolbar button for paste was the most-used button in all of Office! Rather than rely on a hunch and remove the Paste button, Microsoft has vast amounts of statistical data and knew which were the most popular commands.

Here’s another example: The Superscript button isn’t even installed on the Formatting toolbar in Word 2003. A person has to customize the toolbar to add the icon. However, this customized button is used more frequently than 30% of the default buttons on the Formatting toolbar.

When you understand that Microsoft wasn’t just being capricious in selecting the toolbar icons to use, the removal of the well-known top-level menus starts to make a lot more sense.

Let’s look at an example that affects Excel customers. Figure I.9 shows a typical dataset in Excel 2003. One column holds free-form text, so it ends up being too wide.
My usual tack in such a situation is to select Column D, turn on Word Wrap, and make the column narrower. As shown in Figure I.10, that fixes Column D, but then all the other columns have problems because I really want the words lined up with the top of each cell.

To fix the problems that now exist in this example, I could select all cells and then choose Format, Cells, Alignment; change the vertical alignment to Top; and then click OK. I know most of the keyboard shortcuts, so I can accomplish all this with 19 keystrokes and two trips to the Format Cells dialog box. I’ve never complained about this. It is just the way I had to do it in Excel 2003. I bet that you’ve repeated these steps a few times in your career.
Well, a lot of people sending SQM data to Microsoft must have been having exactly the same problem! As shown in Figure I.11, Excel 2007 now has a group on the ribbon that contains an icon for Wrap Text as well as an icon for top vertical alignment. On the face of it, this is not a big thing. But it means I can fix the problem described earlier with 2 clicks instead of 19 keystrokes. This type of change will really make me hate going back to Excel 2003 every time I have to handle data there.

Clearly, enough people had SQM data turned on and had the same problem I had. Microsoft was able to detect that probably a million people were feeling the same pain on this issue, so it made life far easier for all Excel customers.

So although the initial reaction is to complain that Microsoft took away the old toolbars and menu, you need to stay calm and give the new design a chance. You will come to appreciate the thought (and data analysis) that was put into the decisions.

**Introducing the Ribbon**

Instead of the menus and Standard and Formatting toolbars, Excel now has the ribbon. The ribbon is designed based on the thought that most people are using 1,280×1,024, or even 1,024×768, monitors. Instead of being a meaningless array of tiny icons, the ribbon uses lots of words and icons. Instead of being a single horizontal row of icons, the ribbon supports a two-dimensional layout of icons. Really popular features are large icons. Other functions can be grouped into related groups of icons.
The ribbon is tall, but it is no taller than the old setup, with the menus and the Standard and Formatting toolbars. Furthermore, you can completely hide the ribbon by pressing Ctrl+F1.

Although only one ribbon is visible at a time, there are actually seven ribbons available all the time: Home, Insert, Page Layout, Formulas, Data, Review and View. The most important stuff is on the left-most ribbon, so when you are looking for something, you should start there.

Depending on what is selected, more ribbon options appear. When you are adding a new business graphic (SmartArt), two new ribbons appear for SmartArt tools — Design and Format—as shown in Figure I.12. These ribbons appear only when the graphic is selected. When you go back to selecting a cell in your worksheet, the extra ribbons disappear.

![Figure I.12](image)

Two new ribbons appear anytime a SmartArt graphic is selected.

Extra ribbons appear for pivot tables, charts, pictures, and so on. In each case, the ribbon appears only as long as the pivot table, chart, picture, and so on is selected. As shown in Figure I.13, the Picture Tools ribbon offers functionality that is light-years ahead of previous versions of Excel, but it is not in the way until you actually insert a picture in your worksheet.

**Ribbon Limitations**

The ribbon is always at the top. In recent versions of Excel, you could have toolbars docked at the bottom, the sides, or floating over your document. This functionality is no more. The ribbon is permanently at the top.

In previous versions of Excel, you could create a new custom toolbar with your favorite icons and have it floating over your document. This functionality is no more. There now is a Quick Access toolbar where you can add your favorite icons, but this toolbar is always at the top of the screen, either immediately below or immediately above the ribbon.
Ribbon Tricks

As you resize the Excel window, the ribbon becomes progressively more compact, but it does this intelligently. Figure I.14 shows the Home ribbon at a full 1,280 width. Figures I.15 and I.16 show the Home ribbon at progressively smaller window sizes. Even at a tiny window size, Excel still tries to intelligently group the major icons on the ribbon into a logical sequence, as shown in Figure I.17.

Figure I.13
The temporary ribbons often provide incredibly powerful tools.

Figure I.14
The Home ribbon at full size shows every icon.

Figure I.15
Initially, some groups become smaller. Notice that the Cells group now has three small icons.
It is interesting to note that even as the icons get smaller, Microsoft opted to keep words and pictures for the icons. It has realized that people don’t learn or remember the functionality based on a single 16×16 unlabeled icon. Learn more about the ribbon in Chapter 1.

**The Mini Toolbar**

If you were lucky enough to use Outlook 2003, you know that Microsoft added one really cool feature to that version. When a new email arrives in Outlook 2003, a small rectangle appears in the lower-right corner of your screen. The rectangle fades into view and lists the sender of the email and the first few sentences of the message. If you move your mouse toward the rectangle, it becomes solid and stays around. You can use quick icons to instantly delete or open the email. However, if you ignore the rectangle and just keep working in the other application, the rectangle quickly fades away.

Microsoft has added this feature to Excel 2007. It is sort of like popping up a context menu, except you don’t have to right-click. The Mini Toolbar occasionally appears just above the active cell. If you move your mouse toward the Mini Toolbar, it solidifies and hangs around. Otherwise, the Mini Toolbar fades away. Learn more about the Mini Toolbar in Chapter 3.

**Live Preview**

Another amazing new feature in Excel 2007 is Live Preview. Say you are selecting fonts for a range. As you hover over each font in the list, the view of the spreadsheet instantly updates to show how the change would appear in the spreadsheet.

The Live Preview feature works for charts, images, and cells. It is amazing how fast the preview works. Learn more about Live Preview in Chapter 5.
Where Is the Classic Mode?

Don’t feel bad. Bill Gates asked this same question. Certainly, with changes this radical, there would be a way to switch back to a classic view, right?

There is not.

I am convinced that Microsoft took away the floating command bar in order to prevent every Excel guru out there from bringing back the classic mode.

Classic Mode for Keyboard Users

There is some relief for those who love keyboard shortcuts (also known as hotkeys). Consider the menus in Excel 2003. Notice that the E in Edit is underlined. If you hold down the Alt key while typing E, Excel opens the Edit menu. Within the Edit menu is the Fill command. The i in Fill is underlined. Typing Alt+I within the Edit menu brings up the Fill submenu. In the Fill submenu, the J in Justify is underlined. Typing Alt+J therefore invokes the Justify command.

Thus, without using the mouse, you can type Alt+EIJ to invoke the Edit, Fill, Justify command. I use these commands all the time, so I’ve memorized this keystroke combination.

If you have favorite keystroke combinations that you use all of the time, Microsoft will honor your knowledge. You can type Alt+EIJ to invoke Edit, Fill, Justify—or use your favorite hotkeys to invoke your favorite commands. A pop-up rectangle at the top of the screen shows the Office 2003 access key that you typed. You can continue typing access keys or press escape to cancel.

The Journey

It is difficult to predict how the press will react to the ribbon. Will there be praise or ridicule of Microsoft’s bold new user interface? That is a big question.

If you are reading this paragraph, I presume that you’ve made the leap and are at least trying out Excel 2007. This book will guide you on a journey through the new features in Excel 2007, hopefully easing the transition.

The book is organized into the following parts:

- **Part I, “Mastering the New User Interface”**—This first part of the book shows you in detail how best to deal with the ribbon.

- **Part II, “A Tour of What’s New”**—This part walks you through the amazing new features in Excel 2007. There might be topics here that would generally be found later in an Excel book. For example, pivot tables are usually in the advanced chapters of a book. In this case, they are up front because they are new.

- **Part III, “Working in a Legacy Environment”**—In a perfect world, you, all your co-workers, and everyone you share files with will have switched to Excel 2007 at the same time. In reality, you are going to have to share files with people who don’t have 1.1 million rows in their spreadsheets. This part of the book addresses how to enjoy the benefits of the new version while working with people who still use old ones.
Part IV, “Calculating with Excel”—This part covers all the stuff that needs to be in an Excel book, from formulas to functions to linking.

Part V, “Formatting and Sharing Information”—This part discusses how to make a workbook look good and how to share your workbooks by printing, creating PDFs, or publishing to the Web.

Part VI, “More Power”—This part provides an introduction to VBA and information on customizing the ribbon, Excel Server, and more.

CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

The special conventions used throughout this book are designed to help you get the most from the book as well as Excel 2007.

TEXT CONVENTIONS

Different typefaces are used to convey various things throughout the book. They include those shown in Table I.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typeface</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monospace</td>
<td>Screen messages and Web addresses appear in monospace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italic</em></td>
<td>New terminology appears in this italic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bold</strong></td>
<td>References to text you should type appear in bold.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ribbon names, dialog box names, and dialog box elements are capitalized in this book (for example, Add Formatting Rule dialog, Sheet ribbon).

In this book, key combinations are represented with a plus sign. If the action you need to take is to press the Ctrl key and the T key simultaneously, the text tells you to press Ctrl+T.

SPECIAL ELEMENTS

Throughout this book, you’ll find tips, notes, cautions, cross-references, case studies, Excel in Practice boxes, sidebars, and Troubleshooting Tip boxes. These elements provide a variety of information, ranging from warnings you shouldn’t miss to ancillary information that will enrich your Excel experience but isn’t required reading.

Tips point out special features, quirks, or software tricks that will help you increase your productivity with Excel 2007.

Notes contain extra information or alternative techniques for performing tasks.
CAUTION
Cautions call out potential gotchas.

Cross References
See Chapter 99 for more information.

Case Study: Other Elements
Sections such as Case Study, Excel in Practice, and Troubleshooting Tips are set off in boxes such as this one:

- Case studies walk you through the steps to complete a task.
- Excel in Practice boxes walk through real-life problems in Excel.
- Troubleshooting Tips boxes walk through steps to avoid certain problems or how to react when certain problems occur.

Sidebars
Historical glimpses and other information that is not critical to your understanding appears as sidebars. I imagine that if the Cliff Claven character from Cheers knew a lot about Excel, these would be the kinds of things he would write.
CHAPTER 3

THE MINI TOOLBAR AND OTHER U.I. IMPROVEMENTS
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Although the ribbon and Quick Access toolbar are likely to be the most talked-about features in the new Excel interface, several other features are worth mentioning:

- **Mini toolbar**—The mini toolbar appears whenever you select text. Although this may happen rarely when you’re editing cells in Excel, it does happen frequently when you are working with charts, text boxes, and so on. The Mini toolbar offers quick access to font, size, bold, italics, alignment, color, indenting, and bullets.

- **Formula bar**—The formula bar includes the ability to expand or contract itself at your whim instead of the whim of Excel.

- **Zoom slider**—The Zoom slider allows you to quickly change from seeing one page to hundreds of pages at a time.

- **Status bar**—The status bar appears at the bottom of your worksheet window. Although you probably never noticed it, the status bar in previous versions of Excel reported the total of any selected cells. This information is now improved and expanded in Excel 2007.

- **View control**—The View control gives you one-click access to Page Break Preview mode, Normal mode, and the new Page Layout view.

- **New Sheet icon**—The New Sheet icon allows you to add new worksheets to a workbook with a single click.

### Using the Mini Toolbar to Format Selected Text

The Mini toolbar is a shy attendant. When you select some text, almost imperceptibly, the Mini toolbar faintly appears above the text.

If you ignore the Mini toolbar, it fades away. However, if you move the mouse toward the Mini toolbar, the toolbar solidifies and offers you several text formatting options.

**Note**

Microsoft began experimenting with fading toolbars in Outlook 2003. In that version, a new message toolbar would fade into view in the lower-right corner of your screen. You could glance down and read the first line of the email. You could ignore the toolbar, and the message would be waiting for you later in your inbox. Or you could move the mouse toward the notifier, and it would stay long enough for you to click Delete or Open. I enjoyed this feature of Outlook 2003. If my attention needed to stay on the task at hand, I could ignore the notifier, and it would unobtrusively fade away. However, if I was waiting for a message, I could handle it as it came in, avoiding a buildup of messages in my inbox.

The new Mini toolbar is another feature that fades in if you move toward it and fades out if you ignore it. I expect to see more fade-in/fade-out features in future versions of Office.

In your initial use of Excel 2007, you might not see the Mini toolbar. Although you often select cells or ranges of cells, it is rare to select only a portion of a cell value in Cell Edit mode.
However, as you begin using charts, SmartArt diagrams, and text boxes, you will have the Mini toolbar appearing frequently.

To use the Mini toolbar, you follow these steps:

1. Select some text. If you are selecting text in a cell, you must select a portion of the text in the cell by using Cell Edit mode. In a chart, SmartArt diagram, or text box, you can select any text.
   
   The Mini toolbar appears faintly. On some computers and with some color schemes, “faintly” actually means “completely transparently.”

2. Move the mouse pointer toward the Mini toolbar, and the toolbar solidifies. The Mini toolbar stays visible if your mouse is above it. After a period of inactivity, it disappears. If you move the mouse away from the Mini toolbar, it fades away.

3. Make changes in the Mini toolbar to affect the text you selected in step 1. The Mini toolbar always has the same icons, even though some of them may not apply in the current situation. In Figure 3.1, for example, it does not make sense to apply indenting to the chart axis title, but the icons are always there and in the same place.

4. When you are done formatting the selected text, you can either move the mouse away from the Mini toolbar or use the Format Painter icon to apply the changes to additional text.

5. To use the Format Painter icon, click the paintbrush in the upper-right corner of the Mini toolbar. Then move toward other text in the document. The mouse pointer is a black-and-white paintbrush, to indicate that you are in Format Painter mode. When you click the other text, Excel applies the same formatting to the new text.

Initially, it is difficult to see the Mini toolbar. In Figure 3.1, look for the word Magneto just above the year 2005 on the x-axis. This word is the font name drop-down in the Mini toolbar. Plus, this is the second level of visibility; you actually have to have started moving your mouse toward the Mini toolbar in order to get it to appear this much.

If you continue moving the mouse toward the Mini toolbar, it solidifies a bit more. In Figure 3.2, the mouse pointer is just outside the border of the Mini toolbar. At this point, you can start to identify all the controls on it.
In Figure 3.3, the Mini toolbar is completely visible. At this point, you can use any of its 14 controls in order to format the selected text.

In the top row, the Mini toolbar offers five controls:

- **Font name drop-down**—You open this drop-down to choose a typeface. Each of the various font names is displayed in its own font so that you can select an appropriate font easily.

- **Font Size drop-down**—This drop-down offers font sizes from 8 to 96, in several increments.

- **Increase Font Size icon**—You click this icon to bump the font up to the next larger size.

- **Decrease Font Size icon**—You click this icon to make the font one size smaller.

- **Format Painter**—The format painter allows you to copy formatting from one place to another. (The format painter is discussed in detail in the following section.)

In the bottom row, the Mini toolbar offers nine controls:

- **Bold icon**—You use this to toggle bold on and off. If bold is already applied, the Bold icon has a glow effect around it.

- **Italics icon**—You use this to toggle italics on and off.

- **Align Left icon**—You click this control to left-align the text.

- **Center Align icon**—You click this control to center the text.

- **Right Align icon**—You click this control to right-align the text.

- **Font Color drop-down**—You use this drop-down to select a color. A menu item at the bottom of this drop-down allows you to display the Colors dialog box.

- **Decrease Indent icon**—You click this control to decrease the indent.
- **Increase Indent icon**—You click this control to increase the indent.
- **Bullet drop-down**—You can choose from seven styles of bullets or none. A menu item at the bottom of the drop-down allows you to open the Bullets and Numbering dialog box.

**Using the Format Painter to Copy Formats**

After you have formatted the selected text by using the Mini toolbar, you might want to apply the same formatting to other text. To do so, you follow these steps:

1. Click the Format Painter icon in the upper-right corner of the Mini toolbar.
2. Move your mouse away from the Mini toolbar, and it disappears. Your mouse pointer is now in the shape of a paintbrush, as shown in Figure 3.4.
   
   **Figure 3.4**
   The paintbrush icon indicates that the selected format will be applied to whatever you select next.

3. Click the vertical axis title. The selected format is applied, as shown in Figure 3.5.

   **Figure 3.5**
   You can click another text element to apply the same formatting you have applied to other text.

**Caution**

Using the Format Painter icon is difficult to master. You only get one click to apply the formatting. If you inadvertently click on a non-text element, you lose the Format Painter mouse pointer.
Getting the Mini Toolbar Back

The shyness of the Mini toolbar might be the most frustrating part of using it. If you move the mouse away from the Mini toolbar, it fades away. If you immediately move back toward the Mini toolbar, it comes back. If you use the mouse for some other task, such as scrolling, the Mini toolbar permanently goes away. In this case, you might have to re-select the text in order to get the Mini toolbar to come back.

Disabling the Mini Toolbar

If you are annoyed by the Mini toolbar, you can turn it off for all Excel workbooks. Here’s what you do:

1. Select Office Icon, Excel Options.
2. In the Personalize category of the Excel Options dialog, clear the Show Mini Toolbar on Selection check box.

Expanding the Formula Bar

Formulas range from very simple to the very complex. As people began writing longer and longer formulas in Excel, an annoying problem began to appear: If the formula for a selected cell was longer than the formula bar, the formula bar would wrap and extend over the worksheet (see Figure 3.6). In many cases, the formula would obscure the first few rows of the worksheet. This was frustrating, especially if the selected cell was in the top few rows of the spreadsheet.

Figure 3.6
In prior versions of Excel, the formula bar could obscure cells on a worksheet. In this case, both the active cell, E4, and the dependent cell, F4, are hidden.

Excel 2007 features a new formula bar that prevents the formula from obscuring the spreadsheet. For example, in Figure 3.7, Cell E4 contains a formula that is longer than the formula bar. Notice the two new controls at the right end of the formula bar: a scrollbar and Expand Formula Bar icon (which looks like a down-pointing double arrow).
You use the formula bar scrollbar to scroll through the formula, one line at a time. You use the Expand Formula Bar icon to expand the formula bar. As shown in Figure 3.8, expanding the formula bar actually moves the grid down. This way, you can see the formula bar and still see the cells in the grid, too. In expanded mode, the Expand Formula Bar icon is replaced by a double up-pointing arrow that you can use to contract the formula bar back to one line.

After you collapse the formula bar, Excel has the annoying tendency to show only the last line of the formula. This could be confusing, especially if you look in the formula bar to learn whether a cell starts with an equals sign. For example, someone new to the spreadsheet shown in Figure 3.9 might not understand that Cell E4 contains a formula.

Zooming In and Out on a Worksheet

In the lower-right corner of the Excel window, a new Zoom slider allows you to zoom from 400% to 10% with lightning speed. You simply drag the slider to the right to zoom in and to the left to zoom out. The Zoom Out and Zoom In buttons on either end of the slider allow you to adjust the zoom in 10% increments.

Figure 3.10 shows the zoom control set to the maximum zoom of 400%.
At the opposite end of the zoom spectrum, the 10% view shows an overview of 158 printed pages of the worksheet. As shown in Figure 3.11, you cannot make out any numbers at a 10% zoom. However, in the 40%–60% zoom range, you can see 3 to 10 pages and actually make out the numbers in the cells.

### Using the Status Bar to Add Numbers

If you select several cells that contain numeric data and then look at the status bar, at the bottom of the Excel window, you can see that the status bar reports the average, count, and sum of the selected cells (see Figure 3.12).

If you need to quickly add the contents of several cells, you can simply select the cells and look for the total in the status bar. This feature has been in Excel for a decade, yet very few people realized it was there. In prior versions of Excel, only the sum would appear, but you could right-click the sum in order to see other values, such as the average, count, minimum, and maximum.
As with past versions of Excel, in Excel 2007 you can customize which statistics are shown in the status bar. In Excel 2007, you can configure all of the status bar elements. To do so, you right-click the status bar to display the Status Bar Configuration panel. In this panel, you can see the current value of all status bar icons, whether they are hidden or not (see Figure 3.13).

To add new items to the status bar, you click them in the Status Bar Configuration panel.

SWITCHING BETWEEN NORMAL VIEW, PAGE BREAK PREVIEW, AND PAGE LAYOUT VIEW MODES

Three shortcut icons in the status bar allow you to quickly switch between three view modes as shown in Figure 3.14:
Normal View—This mode shows worksheet cells as normal.

Page Break Preview—This mode draws the page breaks with blue. You can actually drag the page breaks to new locations in Page Break preview. This mode has been available in several versions of Excel.

Page Layout View—This is a new view in Excel 2007. It combines the best of Page Break Preview and Print Preview modes.

In Page Layout View mode, each page is shown, along with the margins, header, and footer. A ruler appears above the pages and to the left of the pages. You can make changes in this mode in the following ways:

- To change the margins, you drag the gray boxes in the ruler.
- To change column widths, you drag the borders of the column headers.
- To add a header, you click Click to Add Header.

Because it is possible to navigate and enter formulas in any of the view modes, you might want to do actual worksheet editing in the new Page Layout View mode.
Using the New Sheet Icon to Add Worksheets

The final new control in the Excel 2007 user interface is the Insert Worksheet icon. This icon appears as a small worksheet tab with a New icon. The tab appears to the right of the last worksheet tab, as shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16
Add a new worksheet to the end of your workbook by using the New Worksheet icon.

You click the icon to add a new worksheet to the end of the workbook.

Dragging a Worksheet to a New Location

After a worksheet has been added to the end of the workbook, you can drag the sheet to a new location in the middle of the workbook. Follow these steps to move a worksheet to a new location:

1. Click on the Worksheet tab.
2. Drag the mouse left or right. The mousepointer shows a sheet of paper under the mousepointer.
3. Watch for the insertion triangle just above the row of sheet names. In general, the insertion triangle will indicate that the sheet is dropped to the left of the sheet you are hovering above.
4. When the insertion triangle is in the correct location, release the mouse button.

The worksheet will be moved to the new location.

Inserting a Worksheet in the Middle of a Workbook

Although using the New Worksheet icon and then dragging a worksheet to a new location is easier, you can also insert a worksheet in a particular location. To insert a worksheet to the left of the current worksheet, for example, you choose Home, Cells, Insert, Insert Sheet. The new sheet is added before the current sheet.

Alternatively, you can right-click any sheet and choose Insert. The Insert dialog appears, where you can choose to insert a worksheet or a variety of templates. The new sheet appears to the left of the selected tab.
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Symbols

###, 414
#DIV/0!, 414
#N/A!, 414
#REF!, 414
#VALUE!, 414
+ (plus sign), 397

A

Able2Extract, loading PDF files to Excel, 1021
ABS(), 178, 452
figuring out magnitude of ERROR, 474-475
absolute cell references, 389-390
absolute reference formulas, preventing inadvertent creation of, 847-848
absolute references, 390
accepting hypothesis, 710-711
Access, building pivot tables from Access queries, 1016-1017
Access databases, connecting to, 812-813
accessing VBA Help, 985
ACCINTM, 624
ACCRINT, 624-625
ACOS, 736, 746
ACOSH, 736, 750
active fields, collapsing and expanding in pivot tables, 216-217
ad hoc reporting tools, filtering pivot tables, 251-252
Add Watch dialog, 427

add-ins
Able2Extract, 1021
CustomizeRibbon, 1020
DigDB, 1021
MoreFunc.dll, 1022-1023
Speedometer Chart Creator, 1022
Add-Ins ribbon, 30
adding
automatic subtotals, 962-964
AVERAGEIF() to conditional formulas, 444
background pictures, 955
blank rows to pivot tables, 222-223
borders to pictures, 356
cell comments, 919-920
clip art to worksheets, 360
columns, automatically, 139
commands to Quick Access toolbar, 43-45
comments to formulas (N), 542-543
complex numbers, 758
custom headers, 928-929
data, 315-316
data fields to value section (pivot tables), 224-227
digital signatures to workbooks, 958-959
drop lines to surface charts, 316-317
effects to pictures, 356-358
fields to pivot tables, 208-209
using formulas, 252-254
formulas to tables, 139-140
hyperlinks with HYPERLINK, 574-575
icons based on value, icon sets, 161-162
images to SmartArt, 338-339
items along dimensions (pivot tables), 255
calculated items, 256-257
grouping, 257-258
many names at once from existing labels and headings, 851-852
multiple scenarios, Scenario Manager, 872-874
numbers with status bar, 60-61
rows, automatically, 138-139
total rows to tables, 137-138
values when combining duplicates, 274-275
worksheets with New Sheet icon, 63
AddIns.com, 1023
addition, order of operations, 411-412
ADDRESS, 571
adjectives, comparing (VBA), 985-986
adjusting
column widths and row heights, 909-911
worksheet margins, 932-933
worksheet orientation, 933
Advanced Filter command, 284-285
formulas, 285-286
troubleshooting, 285
advanced filters, using for unique records, 1000-1002
adverbs, comparing to parameters (VBA), 983-985
Alert the User When a Potentially Time-Consuming Operation Occurs, 107
Align Right, 42
aligning cells, custom number format, 904-905
Alt shortcut, Excel 2003, 77
alternate calendar systems, 497
ampersand (&) operator, joining text, 505-506
Analysis Toolpack (ATP), 432, 448-449
installing, 712-713
performing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), 794
Analysis Toolpack tools, versus functions, 733
analyzing queuing times
GAMMADIST, 702-703
GAMMAINV, 703
GAMMALN, 703
AND
checking for two or more conditions, 533
comparing lists, 533-534
joining criteria, 582
angles, measuring with ARC, 746-747
ANOVA, performing analysis of variance testing, 725-729
applying
bold, 906
color to pictures, 355-356
italic, 906
names to formulas, retroactively, 848
underline, 906
ARC, finding the measure of angles, 746-747
area charts, 302
AREAS, describing a range with more than one area, 565
arguments
calculating number of possible arguments, 711
functions, 433
arranging pictures, 359-360
array formulas
copying, 840
replacing multiple formulas with, 838-840
array functions, TABLE(), 866
arrow key method, entering formulas, 396-397
arrow mouse pointer, selecting data in columns, 144
ASCII, 456
ASIN, 736, 747
ASINH, 736, 750
assigning
formulas to names, 833-834, 857
percentile to every record, 654-655
VBA macros to Quick Access toolbar buttons, 49-50
ATAN, 736, 747
ATAN2, calculating angles in a circle, 747-748
ATANH, 736, 750
ATP (Analysis Toolpack), 432, 448-449
Auto Footers, 928-929
AutoComplete feature, 28
AutoComplete technology, 6
AutoFilter, records, 1002
autofilter drop-downs, 152
automatic subtotals, adding, 962-964
AutoSum, 438-439
problems with, 439-441
tricks with, 441-442
AutoSum drop-down, 442
AVEDEV, 632, 655-656
AVERAGE, 632, 646-647
average growth rate, calculating, 649-650
average speeds, 650
AVERAGE(), 434
AVERAGEA, 632
AVERAGEIF(), 444-447
avoiding LOOKUP, 564
B
Babel Fish Translation web site, 965
background pictures, adding, 955
backing up on level through a menu, keyboard accelerators, 68
BAHTTEXT(), 456
banded columns, creating, 149-150
banded rows, 228
creating, 149-150
bar charts, 302
BASIC, 982
basic named formulas, 857-858
Bending Picture Accent List, 338
BESSEL, 793
BESSELI, 737, 793
BESSELJ, 737, 793
BESSELE, 738, 793
BETADIST, 632, 704
BETAINV, 632, 704
beveled edges, adding to workbooks, 358
BIFF (Binary Interchange File Format), 366
BIFF12, 368
BIN2DEC, 738, 774
BIN2HEX, 738, 776
BIN2OCT, 738, 776
Binary Interchange File Format (BIFF), 366
BINOMDIST, 632, 682-684
binominal events, covering with CRITBINOM, 684
blank cells
eliminating from pivot tables, 209-210
pivot tables, 213
blank rows, adding to pivot tables, 222-223
bold, applying, 906
borders, 907-908
adding to pictures, 356
shortcut keys, 75-76
Bottom 25 Percent filter, 242
breaking
datasets into quarters, 652-653
text, 513-514
Bricklin, Dan, 864
brightness, changing, 355-356
bubble charts, displaying three variables, 322
buttons, 25
C
calculated items, adding items along dimensions (pivot tables), 256-257
calculating
accrued interest, 624
angles
in a circle, 747-748
to complex numbers, 761
average growth rate, 649-650
BESSEL functions, 793
cell reference in formulas by using INDIRECT function, 830-832
confidence intervals, 708-710
data, shortcut keys, 73-75
depreciation, 793
DB, 604
depreciation for any period, VDB, 607-609
distance from the mean, 693-694
double-declining-balance depreciation, DDB, 605-607
effect of compounding period on interest rates, EFFECT, 601-602
error function, 791-793
formulas in slow motion, 957
future data points, TREND, 669-671
future value for variable scheduled interest rates, 628-629
interest payments, CUMIPMT, 600
interest portion of payments, IPMT, 598-599
internal rate of return, MIRR, 612-613
logarithms
for any base, 752
with complex numbers, 762
natural logarithms, 753-755
net present value when payments are not periodic, XNPV, 613-614
number of possible arguments, PERMUT, 711
percentile, 653-654
permutation of a number, 476-477
position within a list, RANK, 650-652
positive and negative correlation, 678-680
powers with complex numbers, 762
principal paid, CUMPRINC, 600-601
principal payments, PPMT, 598-599
probability, 684-685
relationships between variables with correlation or covariance, 722-723
return of series of cash flows, 611-612
return rates when cash flow dates are not periodic, 614
standard regression errors, STEYX, 677
straight-line depreciation, SLN, 603-604
sum-of-years’-digits depreciation, SYD, 607
T-bills, 623
total cash generated from bond investments, 618-619
time formats in Web tables, 209
time formats in pivot tables, 210
time functions, 419-421
highlighting, 423-424
highlighting with Greater Than and similar rules, 168-171
inserting symbols into, 958
merging and centering, 911-912
naming, using New Name dialog, 843-844
selecting with shortcut keys, 71-72
visible cells only, 1002-1003
troubleshooting, 214
wrapping text, 917
centering cells, 911-912
changing
brightness and contrast of pictures, 355-356
chart types, 305
charts with Layout ribbon, 310
color schemes, 23
default layout of pivot tables, 202
font size, 905
typeface, 906
gridline color, 110-111
location of charts, 322
of Quick Access toolbar, 42-43
numeric formats with built-in formats in Format Cells dialog, 897-899
numeric formats with custom formats, 900-904
numeric formats with Home ribbon, 895-896
ribbons, 26-27
SmartArt, shapes, 336
text formatting in SmartArt elements, 335
themes, 92
CHAR, 456, 510-511
character numbers, learning, 511
characters
finding characters in a particular cell, 516-518
finding number of characters in a text cell, 515
formatting individual characters, 915-916
generating, 510
non-English character sets, 524
replacing, 519
chart layouts, 307
chart styles
customizing charts, 308-312
saving as templates, 322-323
Chart Styles gallery, 88
chart themes, customizing charts, 308-312
Chart Tools ribbon, 30
chart types
changing, 305
customizing with chart layouts, 307
inserting charts, 302
mixing on one chart, 312-313
charting, 6
column charts, 302
columns
adding, automatically, 139
adjusting widths, 909-911
banded columns, creating, 149-150
blank columns, sorting, 297
identifying columns with filters, 278-279
reordering with left-to-right sorts, 291-292
selecting data in, 142-144
COMBIN, 476
COMBIN(number,number_chosen), 452
combining
duplicates, and adding values, 274-275
filters, 278
loops with FinalRow, 273
macros, 994
multiple formulas into one formula, 828-830
rules, conditional formatting, 185
commands
adding to Quick Access toolbar, 43-45
Freeze Panes, 134
removing from Quick Access toolbar, 45
comments
adding to formulas (N), 542-543
cell comments, adding, 919-920
mixing chart types on one chart, 312-313
moving, 306
pie charts, dealing with small pie slices, 320-321
pivot charts, 323-325
resizing, 306
saving chart styles as templates, 322-323
setting up data for charting, 301
showing numbers of different scale, 313-314
stock charts, creating, 318-320
surface charts, adding drop lines to, 316-317
trendlines, 317-319
using Excel charts in PowerPoint, 1010-1011
using table data for, 145-146
check boxes, filtering pivot tables, 247-248
CHIDIST, 633, 697
CHIINV, 633, 697-698
CHITEST, 633, 696-697
CHOOSE, 550-551
Choose Commands From drop-down, 46
choosing chart layouts to customize chart types, 307
random items from lists, 472
themes, 92
classic mode, keyboard shortcuts, 15
Classic PivotTable Layout, 210
CLEAN, 456, 509-510
clearing conditional formats, 186-187
filters, 279
Freeze Panes, 135
clip art, 360-361
Clip Art context menu, 361
customizing with chart styles or themes, 308-312
chart type with chart layouts, 307
forcings to not plot missing data, NA, 543-545
Goal Seek, 878-879
in-cell bar charts, creating with data bars, 155
inserting by choosing chart types, 302
micromanaging with Format ribbon, 311-312
filtering by, 280-281
gridline color, changing, 110-111
color scales
creating heat maps with, 158-159
troubleshooting, 160-161
color schemes, 23
coloring cells, 908-909
colors
finding for themes, 95-96
sorting by, 289-290
specifying for themes, 96-98
themes, 91
cOLUMN, filling wide tables, 556-557
comments (N), 542-543
cell comments, adding, 919-920
compact form pivot tables, 216
benefits of collapsing fields, 218
collapsing and expanding, 216-217
Expand Entire Field button, 219
expanding value cells, 219-220
comparing
dates, conditional formatting, 171-172
documents, side-by-side with synchronous scrolling, 956
lists
with MATCH, 560-561
pivot tables, 266-268
months, year over year, 269
VBA
adjectives, 985-986
collections to plural nouns, 983
object.method to nouns and verbs, 983
parameters to adverbs, 983-985
worksheets, 184-185
comparison operators, 532
Compatibility Checker, 378-379
Compatibility mode, 123, 372
compatibility problems, 381
COMPLEX, 738, 756-757
complex numbers
adding, 758
breaking apart, 757
calculating angle to, 761
converting, 756
finding distance from the origin to, 760
performing basic math, 759
components of charts, 300-301
Compression Settings dialog, 355
CONCATENATE, 456, 506
CONDIDENCE, 708-710
conditional formats, setting up, 176-177
conditional formatting, 3-5
clearing, 186-187
combining rules, 185
comparing dates, 171-172
extending reach of, 187
identifying duplicate or unique values, 173
improving with Stop if True, 164-166
pivot tables, 230-235
tables, special considerations for, 187-188
for text containing values, 173-174
Conditional Formatting Rules Manager dialog, 160
conditional formulas
AVERAGEIF(), 444-447
COUNTIF(), 446-447
SUMIF(), 446-447
conditional sums, finding with SUMPRODUCT, 840
CONFIDENCE, 633
confidence intervals, calculating, 708-710
connect strings, 814
connecting
to Access databases, 812-813
to closed workbooks, 820-822
to data on Web pages, 805-808
with Microsoft Query, 816-818
to text files, 809, 811-812
worksheets, 798-799
to XML data, 814-816
connections, managing, 818-819
context-sensitive ribbons, 818-819
controlling
look of worksheet window, 108-111
print options, Print dialog box, 939-940
printer options, 940
size of data bars, 157-158
SmartArt shapes from text pane, 336-338
CORREL, 633, 678-680
calculating relationships between variables, 722-723
COS, 736, 744-745
COSH, 736, 749
COUNT, 434, 460-461
COUNTA, 460-461
COUNTIF, 444, 446-447, 452, 483-484
counting records, pivot tables, 264-265
COUONTIF function, 180
COVAR, 633, 678-679
covariance, calculating relationships between variables, 722-723
Create Chart dialog, 303-305
Create PivotTable dialog, 200
CRITBINOM, 634
CRITBINUM, 684
criteria ranges
creating for database functions, 581
miracle version of, 583-584
using blank criteria ranges to return all records, 581
cropping pictures, 353-354
CUBE functions, 447-448
CUBEKPIMEMBER(), 448
CUBEMEMBER(), 448
CUBEMEMBERPROPERTY(), 448

effective interest rates to nominal rates, NOMINAL, 602
English to metric, 776-779
from hex to decimal, 95
holiday ranges to arrays, 504-505
to monochromatic data bars, 159-160
copying
array formulas, 840
formats, 921
formulas
Ctrl+Enter, 398-399
versus cutting, 418-419
double-clicking fill handles, 400-402, 407
dragging fill handles, 399-400
table tool, 402-403
contrast of pictures, changing, 355-356
calculating relationships between variables, 722-723
COS, 736, 744-745
COSH, 736, 749
COUNT, 434, 460-461
COUNTA, 460-461
COUNTIF, 444, 446-447, 452, 483-484
counting records, pivot tables, 264-265
COUONTIF function, 180
COVAR, 633, 678-679
covariance, calculating relationships between variables, 722-723
Create Chart dialog, 303-305
Create PivotTable dialog, 200
CRITBINOM, 634
CRITBINUM, 684
criteria ranges
creating for database functions, 581
miracle version of, 583-584
using blank criteria ranges to return all records, 581
cropping pictures, 353-354
CUBE functions, 447-448
CUBEKPIMEMBER(), 448
CUBEMEMBER(), 448
CUBEMEMBERPROPERTY(), 448

effective interest rates to nominal rates, NOMINAL, 602
English to metric, 776-779
from hex to decimal, 95
holiday ranges to arrays, 504-505
to monochromatic data bars, 159-160
copying
array formulas, 840
formats, 921
formulas
Ctrl+Enter, 398-399
versus cutting, 418-419
double-clicking fill handles, 400-402, 407
dragging fill handles, 399-400
table tool, 402-403
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data
adding to charts with tables, 315-316
calculating with shortcut keys, 73-75
defining suitable data for Excel tables, 132
highlighting, 180-184
pasting into charts, 315
for pivot tables, 200
preparing for pivot tables, 192-199
retrieving real-time data with RTD, 577
selecting with shortcut keys, 71-72
setting up for charting, 301
data bars
controlling size of, 157-158
converting to monochromatic data bars, 159-160
creating in-cell bar charts, 155
customizing, 156
showing in two colors, 190
data connections, managing with Data ribbon, 28
data entry, shortcut keys, 73-75
data fields, adding to value section (pivot tables), 224-227
Data Instrument Group,
DigDB, 1021
Data ribbon
managing data connections, 28
sorting with, 246
Data Table command, 865
data visualization features, 154
comparing dates using conditional formatting, 171-172
Highlight Cells Rules, 168
in-cell bar charts, creating with data bars, 155
Stop if True, conditional formatting, 164-166
top/bottom rules, 166-167
data visualizations, 3-5
database functions, 526, 579-580
alphabetical list of, 530
blank criteria ranges to return all records, 581
creating simple criteria ranges, 581
criteria ranges, miracle version of, 583-584
dates or numbers as criteria, 582
DGET, 584-585
DSUM, 580-581, 585-586
joining criteria, 582
datasets, breaking into quarters, 652-653
DATE, 492-493
date and time functions, 490
DATE, 492-493
DATEDIF, 499-501
DATEVALUE, 494-495
DAY, 492
DAYS360, 497-499
EDATE, 501-502
EOMONTH, 502-503
HOUR, 492
MINUTE, 492
MONTH, 492
NETWORKDAYS, 503-504
NOW, 490-491
SECOND, 492
TIME, 493-494
TIMEVALUE, 495
TODAY, 490-491
WEEKDAY, 496-497
WEEKNUM, 497
WORKDAY, 503
YEAR, 492
YEARFRAC, 499-500
date filters, 280-284
filtering pivot tables, 248-249
date functions, alphabetical list of, 454
date math, 421-422
DATE(), 454
DATEDIF, 454, 499-501
dates, 484-486
comparing using conditional formatting, 171-172
converting holiday ranges to arrays, 504-505
as criteria, 582
custom number format, 903
formats, 488-490
leap years, 487
numeric formatting, 898-899
problems with, 486
DATEVALUE, 454, 494-495
DAY, 454, 492
DAYS360, 454, 497-499
DB, calculating declining-balance depreciation, 604
dd, 488
DDB, calculating double-declining-balance depreciation, 605-607
ddd, 488
ddd, 488
DEC2BIN, 738, 774
DEC2HEX, 738, 771
DEC2OCT, 738, 772-773
decimal places, custom number formats, 902
decimals, converting to, 628
decreasing-decay depreciation, calculating with DB, 604
Decrease Decimal, 42
default fonts, changing, 916-917
default state of macro recorder, 975-976
DEGREES, 736, 741
degrees versus radians, 740
deleting
  blank cells from pivot tables, 209-210
  records, 996-998
delimiters, separating text based on, 962
DELTA, 738, 790-791
dependents, tracing, 427
depreciation
calculating for any period, VDB, 607-609
decreasing-decay depreciation, DB, 604
double-decreasing-decay depreciation, DDB, 605-607
straight-line depreciation, SLN, 603-604
sum-of-years'-digits depreciation, SYD, 607
depreciation functions, 603
  DB, calculating decreasing-decay depreciation, 604
  DDB, calculating double-decreasing-decay depreciation, 605-607
  SLN, calculating straight-line depreciation, 603-604
  SYD, calculating 'sum-of-years'-digits depreciation, 607
VDB, calculating depreciation for any period, 607-609
descriptive statistics, 632, 642
  AVEDEV, 655-656
  AVERAGE, 646-647
  DEVSEQ, 655-656
  generating, 716-717
  GEOMEAN, 649-650
  HARMMEAN, 650
  LARGE, 643-645
  MAX, 642-643
  MAXA, 643
  MEDIAN, 647
  MIN, 642
  MODE, 647-648
  PERCENTILE, 653-654
  PERCENTRANK, 654-655
  QUARTILE, 652-653
  RANK, 650-652
  SMALL, 645-646
  STDEV, 655-657
  STDEVP, 657
  TRIMMEAN, 649
  VAR, 655-657
  VARP, 657
Developer ribbon, managing macros, 29
DEVSEQ, 634, 655-656
DGET, 584-585
dialog launchers, 23
Difference From settings, 262
Difference settings, calculating differences from one day to another, 260-262
DigDB, 1021
digital signatures, adding to workbooks, 958-959
disabling Mini toolbar, 58
disc, 620-621
discount rate, DISC, 620-621
dynamic named formulas, 859-860
download spreadsheets from Office Online, 954-955
dragging worksheets to new locations, 63
Drawing Tools ribbon, 30
drop lines, adding to surface charts, 316-317
drop-down buttons, 23
drop-down lists, navigating with keyboard accelerators, 68
DSUM, 580-581, 585-586
duplicate values, identifying with conditional formatting, 173
duplicates
  combining and adding values, 274-275
  removing, 274
DURATION, 626
deskewing, adding to pictures, 356-358
drawings, marking as final to prevent changes, 953
drawings, reviewing with Review ribbon, 28
DOLLAR, 522-523
dollar signs, entering using F4 key, 391-394
DOLLAR(), 456
DOLLARDE, 628
DOLLARFR, 628
double-decreasing-decay depreciation, calculating with DDB, 605-607
dragging worksheets to new locations, 63
Drawing Tools ribbon, 30
drop lines, adding to surface charts, 316-317
drop-down buttons, 23
drop-down lists, navigating with keyboard accelerators, 68
DSUM, 580-581, 585-586
duplicate values, identifying with conditional formatting, 173
duplicates
  combining and adding values, 274-275
  removing, 274
DURATION, 626
dynamic named formulas, 859-860
EDATE, 454, 501-502
Edit Formatting Rule dialog, 160
editing
  macros, 981-982
  single formulas to show direct precedents, 425
EFFECT, calculating effect of compounding period on interest rates, 601-602
effects
  adding to pictures, 356-358
  themes, 91
elbow formatting, 923-924
email, sending workbooks via, 942
emulating gravity with hyperbolic trigonometry functions, 748-749
Enable Live Preview, 107
Enable Multithreaded Calculations, 108
End key
  handling variable number of rows, 979-981
  navigating the grid, 128-129
energy, units of, 783-784
engineering functions, 770
  alphabetical list of, 737-739
  BESSEL, 793
  CONVERT, 776-779
  converting from binary to hex to octal and back, 776
  converting from decimal to binary and back, 773-774
  converting from decimal to hexadecimal and back, 771-772
  converting from decimal to octal and back, 772-773
  DELTA, 790-791
  ERF, 791-792
  ERFC, 791-793
  explaining the two's complement for negative numbers, 775
  GESTEP, 790-791
entering
  formulas, 388-389, 395-397
  numeric data, 111
Enterprise SharePoint server, 946
EOMONTH, 454, 502-503
ERF, 738, 792
ERFC, 738, 791-793
ERROR, figuring out magnitude of with ABS(), 474-475
error checking, simplifying with IFERROR, 537-538
error messages, formulas, 414-415
ERROR.TYPE, 539
errors
  fixing calculation errors in macros, 990
  testing for with IS, 539
Evaluate Formula dialog, 958
Evaluating
cell reference on-the-fly, INDIRECT, 572-574
formulas, 428-429
EVEN, 452, 462
EXACT, 456, 521
examples, macros
  combination macro, 1003-1004
  creating reports for customers, 998-1000
  formatting invoice registers, 979-982
Excel, troubleshooting (Quick Access toolbar), 50
Excel 2003
  creating Excel 2007 file formats in, 376-377
  keyboard accelerators, 76-77
  opening
    advanced Excel 2007 files, 373-376
    basic Excel 2007 files, 373
    files in Excel 2007, 377-378
  worksheets using large grid, 376
  Watch Window dialog, 951
Excel 2007, adding custom macros to Quick Access toolbar, 49
Excel data, pasting
  to Microsoft OneNote, 1006-1009
  to Microsoft PowerPoint, 1009-1011
Excel Help, help with functions, 438
Excel Options button, 25
Excel Options dialog, 104
  controlling look of worksheet window, 108-111
  customizing Quick Access toolbar, 46
  guide to options, 112
  settings, 106-107
Excel Services, 946-947
Exit Excel button, 25
EXP, 753-755
EXP(number), 452
Expand Entire Field button, 219
expanding
  active fields, pivot tables, 216-217
  fields, Expand Entire Field button (pivot tables), 219
  formula bar, 58-59
  items, pivot tables, 216
  tables, 138-139
  value cells in pivot tables, 219-220
EXPONDIST, 634, 706-707
exponential regression
  GROWTH, 673-675
  LOGEST, 671-672
Exponential Smoothing, forecasting sales, 720-722
extending selections with shortcut keys, 72
Extensible Markup Language. See XML
external functions, alphabetical list of, 531

F

F-test, measuring variability between methods with F-test, 729-730
F-Test tool, 729
F4 key, entering dollar signs, 391-394
FACT, 452, 476-477
FACTDOUBLE, 452, 477
FALSE, 536
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), performing, 794
FDIST, 634
FFTs (Fast Fourier Transforms), performing with Analysis Toolpack, 794
Field Settings dialog, 263
fields
  adding to pivot tables, 208-209
  using formulas, 252-254
  benefits of collapsing in pivot tables, 218
  Expand Entire Field button in pivot tables, 219
  removing from pivot tables, 224
  sorting in pivot tables, 244-245
file formats
  BIFF12, 368
  future of, 370
  history of, 366-368
  XLSM, 369
  XLSX, 369
  XML, 368-370
file size of pictures, reducing, 354-355
files, opening the same files everyday, 953-954

fill handles
copying formulas, 399-402
double-clicking to copy formulas, 407
troubleshooting, 403-406

filling wide tables, 556-557

Filter command, new features, 275-276

filter drop-down
resizing, 279
selecting items, 277-278

filtering
by color or icon, 280-281
by selection, 279-280
Name Manager dialog, 855-856
pivot tables, 239-241, 246
records, 275-276
set of value, 790-791

filters, 276
advanced filters, using for unique records, 1000, 1002
Bottom 25 Percent filter, 242
clearing, 279
combining, 278
date filters, 248-249, 280-281
identifying which columns have filters, 278-279
refreshing, 279
report filter, 249-250
special filters, 282-284
Top 10 Value filter, 246

FinalRow, combining loops (macros), 994

financial functions, 588, 627
alphabetical list of, 588-592
for bond investors, 615
ACCIINTM, 624
ACCRINT, 624-625
DISC, 620-621
DURATION, 626
INTRATE, 619-620
MDURATION, 626-627
ODDFPRICE, 621-622
ODDFYIELD, 621-622
ODDLPRICE, 621-622
PRICE, 617-618
PRICEDISC, 623
PRICEMAT, 622
RECEIVED, 618-619
TBILL, 623-624
TBILLEQ, 624
TBILLPRICE, 624

TBILLYIELD, 624
YIELD, 616
YIELDDISC, 623
YIELDMAT, 622
common household loan and investment functions, 592
depreciation functions. See depreciation functions
DOLLARDE, 628
DOLLARFR, 628
FVSCHEDULE, 628-629
investment analysis, 609
IRR, 611-612
MIRR, 612-613
NPV, 609-610
XIRR, 614
XNPV, 613-614
for professionals, 598
CUMIPMT, 600
CUMPRINC, 600-601
EFFECT, 601-602
IPMT, 598-599
NOMINAL, 602
PPMT, 598-599

FIND, 456, 516-518
FINDB(), 456
finding
cell addresses with ADDRESS, 571
cells containing data, 177-179
date format, 516-518
declining sums with SUMPRODUCT, 840
depreciation formulas, 434-436
new colors for themes, 95-96
number of characters in a text cell, 515
old menu items in new interface, 31-39
unique values with Remove Duplicates, 272-273
values based on range, 551-553
FINV, 634
measuring differences in variability, 706

FISHER, 634, 680
FISHERINV, 634, 680
FIXED, 457, 522-523
Flanagan, Bob, 1023
FLOOR, 464-466
FLOOR(number, significance), 452
flow control, macros, 994-995
font size, changing, 905
font typeface, changing, 906
fonts
applying bold, italic, or underline, 906
default fonts, changing, 916-917
specifying for themes, 98
themes, 91

footers, 927-928
Auto Footer, 928-929
scaling, 931
using different footers in the same document, 930-931

force, units of, 782-783
FORECAST, 635, 668-669
forecasting sales, 720-722
Format as Table dialog, 88
changing numeric formats, 897-899
Format Painter, 922-923
copying formats, 57
Format ribbon, micromanaging charts, 311-312

formats, 921

formatting, 893-895
adding cell comments, 919-920
adjusting column widths and row heights, 909-911
aligning cells, 904-905
applying bold, italic, or underline, 906
borders, 907-908
cells, based on content, 174-175
changing default fonts, 916-917
changing font size, 905
changing font typeface, 906
changing numeric formats with built-in formats in Format Cells dialog, 897-899
changing numeric formats with custom formats, 900-904
changing numeric formats with Home ribbon, 895-896
coloring cells, 908-909
conditional formatting. See conditional formatting
elbow formatting, 923-924
Format Painter, 922-923
formula cells (automatically), 419-421
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formatting styles, cells, 185-186
Formatting toolbar, Excel 2003 icons and their Excel 2007 equivalents, 40
formula auditing arrows, 425-426
Formula AutoComplete, 434-435
formula bar, 54
expanding, 58-59
formula box, 176-177
formula cells, highlighting, 423-424
formulas, 387
3D formulas, 824-825
referring to previous worksheets, 824-827
absolute cell references, 389-390
adding to tables, 139-140
adding comments to, N, 342-343
Advanced Filter, 285-286
applying names to, retroactively, 848
array formulas, copying, 840
assigning to names, 833-834, 857
basic named formulas, 857-858
calculating
cell references using INDIRECT function, 830-832
in slow motion, 957
combining multiple formulas into one formulas, 828-830
copying
Ctrl+Enter, 398-399
versus cutting, 418-419
dragging fill handles, 399-400
table tool, 402-403
date math, 421-422
dollar signs, entering using F4, 391-394
dynamic named formulas, 859-860
entering, 388-389, 395-397
error messages, 414-415
formatting formulas cells, automatically, 419-421
formatting results of, 141-142
joining text, 415-416
mixed references, 390-391
order of operations, 410-412
relative nature of, 389
relative referencing, 389
replacing multiple formulas with one array formula, 838-840
simplifying with named ranges, 846-847
stacking multiple parentheses, 412-413
stopping automatic copying of, 141
Transpose option, 835-838
troubleshooting
editing a single formula to show direct precedents, 425
evaluating formulas slowly, 428
evaluating part of a formula, 429
formula auditing arrows, 425-426
highlighting all formula cells, 423-424
seeing all formulas, 424-425
tracing dependencies, 427
Watch Window, 427
using for rules, 175
formula box, 176-177
using named formulas to point to above cells, 860-862
using structured references to refer to tables in formulas, 148-149
versus values, 387-388
Formulas ribbon, 433
calculating, 28
fractions, numeric formatting, 899
freeform shapes, creating custom shapes, 344-345
Freeze Panes command, 134
Freeze Panes option, clearing, 135
freezing worksheet panes, 134-136
FREQUENCY, 635, 687-689
FTEST, 635
measuring differences in variability, 705
Function Arguments dialog, help with functions, 437
Function Wizard, 435-436
FV, estimate of future value of regular savings plans, 597
FVSCHEDULE, 628-629

galleries, 88
Chart Styles gallery, 88
selecting options from, 68
GAMMADIST, 635
analyzing queuing times, 702-703
GAMMAINV, 635
analyzing queuing times, 703
GAMMALN, 635
analyzing queuing times, 703
GCD, 452, 477
generating
characters, 510
descriptive statistics of a population, 716-717
histograms, 715-716
random numbers based on various distributions, 713-714
unique lists, pivot tables, 263
GEOMAN, 649-650
GEOMEAN, 635
GESTEP, 738, 790-791
GetOpenFileName, 990-991
GETPIVOTDATA, 577-579
GetSaveAsFileName, 990-991
Goal Seek, 874-877
charts, 878-879
troubleshooting, 877-878
goodness-of-fit testing, 696-698
GoTo dialog, navigating the grid, 129
Greater Than, highlighting cells, 168-171
gridlines, printing, 936
grids, larger size, 2-3
larger size, 2-3
limits of, 122-127
navigating, 127-129
working with Excel 2003 named ranges in Excel 2007, 127
Group Dates in the AutoFilter menu, 108
grouping
adding items along dimensions (pivot tables), 257-258
daily dates to months and years, pivot tables, 238-239
organizing hierarchies, 257-258 by week, pivot tables, 268
Grouping dialog box, 239
groups, 23
GROWTH, 635, 673-675
HEADERS
adding many names at once from existing headings, 851-852
printing, 936
heat maps, creating with color scales, 158-159
help with functions, 436
Excel Help, 438
Function Arguments dialog, 437
in-cell ToolTips, 436-437
HEX2BIN, 738, 778
HEX2DEC, 738, 772
HEX2OCT, 738, 776
Hierarchical SmartArt, 339-341
hierarchies, organizing by grouping, 257-258
Hierarchy, SmartArt, 330
Highlight Cells Rules, 168
Greater Than and similar rules, 168-171
highlighting
data, 180-184
formula cells, 423-424
histograms, generating, 715-716
HLOOKUP, 557-559
holding values with names, 856-857
Home ribbon, 13, 27
changing numeric formats, 895-896
horizontal lookup tables, 557-559
horizontal lookup (HLOOKUP), 557-559
Horizontal Picture List, 338
hotkeys, 69
classic mode, 15
HOUR, 454, 492
HOUR(), 454
HYPERLINK, 574-575
hyperlinks, adding with HYPERLINK, 574-575
HYPGEOMDIST, 636, 707
hypothesis
accepting or rejecting, 710-711
testing on correlations, 680
icon sets, 161-162
icons
adding icons based on value, icon sets, 161-162
filtering by, 280-281
Format as table, 88
moving numbers closer to, 163
New Sheet icon, 54
adding worksheets, 63
New Worksheet icon, 63
rearranging on Quick Access toolbar, 49
reversing sequence of, 163-164
selecting on ribbons, 67
sorting by, 289-290
identifying
columns with filters, 278-279
duplicate or unique values, conditional formatting, 173
IF, 532-533
nesting IF functions, 535-536
If-EndIf construct, 994
IFERROR, 443-444, 537-538
ignoring rows hidden by filters, SUBTOTAL, 469-470
IMABS, 739, 760
pictures, adding to SmartArt, 338-339
IMAGINARY, 739, 757-758
imaginary numbers, 756
COMPLEX, 756-757
IMABS, 760
IMAGINARY, 757-758
IMARGUMENT, 761
IMCONJUGATE, 761-762
IMDIV, 759-760
IMPRODUCT, 759-760
IMREAL, 757-758
IMSUB, 759
IMSUM, 758
imaginary components, reversing signs of, 761-762
IMARGUMENT, 739, 761
IMCONJUGATE, 761-762
IMCOS, 739, 762
IMDIV, 739, 759-760
IMEXP, 739, 762
IMLOG10, 739, 762
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IMLOG2, 739, 762
IMPOWER, 739, 762
IMPRODUCT, 739, 759-760
IMREAL, 739, 757-758
IMSIN, 739, 762
IMSQRT, 739
IMSUB, 739, 759
IMSUM, 739, 758
in-cell bar charts, creating with data bars, 155
in-cell ToolTips, help with functions, 436-437
INDEX, 563
describing a range with more than one area, 565-567
filling a wide table, 563-564
left lookup, 561-563
INDIRECT, 572-574, 832
calculating cell references in formulas, 830-832
inferential statistics, 632, 682
analyzing queuing times GAMMADIST, 702-703
BINOMDIST, 682-684
calculating probability of beta distributions, 703-704
CHIDIST, 697
CHINV, 697-698
CHITEST, 696-697
CONFIDENCE, 708-710
CRITBINOM, 684
EXPONDIST, 706-707
FDIST, measuring differences in variability, 705
FINV, measuring differences in variability, 706
FREQUENCY, 687-689
FTEST, measuring differences in variability, 705
HYPGEOMDIST, 707
NEGBINOMDIST, 684-685
NOMDIST, 689-690
NORMINV, 690-691
NORMSDIST, 691-692
NORMSINV, 692-693
PERMUT, 711
POISSON, 685-687
PROB, 708
STANDARDIZE, 693-694
sum of squares functions, 698-700
t-distribution, 694-696
testing probability on logarithmic distributions, 700-702
WEIBULL, 707
ZTEST, 708-711
INFO, printing information about computers, 545-546
info type, 546
information functions, 526
alphabetical list of, 527
CELL, 546-548
INFO, 545-546
IS, 539
ISREF, checking references, 542
N, adding comments to formulas, 542-543
NA, 543-545
TYPE, 549-550
Ink Tools ribbon, 30
Insert Calculated Field dialog, 252
Insert Function dialog, 436
Insert ribbon, 27
inserting charts, by choosing chart types, 302
pictures into headers, 929-930
onto worksheets, 352
shapes, into worksheets, 343
SmartArt, 330-332
symbols, into cells, 958
worksheets, in the middle of workbooks, 63
installing Analysis Toolpack, 712-713
Solver, 879
INT, 452, 462
intelligent tables, 132
interactivity, Excel Services, 946-947
INTERCEPT, 636, 661-662
interest, calculating accrued interest, 624
interest rates
converting to nominal rates, 602
determining with RATE, 594
INTRATE, 619-620
IPMT, calculating interest portion of payments, 598-599
IRR, calculating return of a series of cash flows, 611-612
IS, 539
testing for types of values, 539-541
ISBLANK, 540
ISERR, 539
ISERROR, 539
ISEVEN, 540
ISLOGICAL, 540
ISNA, 539
ISNONTEXT, 540
ISNUMBER, 540
ISODD, 540
ISREF, checking references, 542
ISTEXT, 540
italic, applying, 906
items adding along dimensions (pivot tables), 255
calculated items, 256-257
grouping, 257-258
collapsing and expanding in pivot tables, 216
J
JIS0, 457
joining text
with ampersand (&) operators, 505-506
with formulas, 415-416
and numbers with formulas, 416-417
justifying text in ranges, 918
K
keyboard accelerators, 66-67
backing up one level through a menu, 68
dealing with confusion, 69
Excel 2003, 76-77
legacy keyboard commands, 78-85
navigating within drop-down lists, 68
selecting, 67-69
keyboard shortcuts, classic mode, 15
keystrokes, creating charts, 314-315
KURT, 636
KURTOSIS, 681-682
MACROS

Label Filter dialog, 246
Labels, adding many names from existing labels, 851-852
LARGE, 636, 643-645
layout, changing default layout of pivot tables, 202
  PivotTable Field List box, 202-205
layout options, pivot tables, 220-222
  adding blank rows, 222-223
  removing fields, 224
  turning off totals, 222-223
Layout ribbon, changing chart settings, 310
LCM, 477-478
LCM(number1,number2…), 452
leap years, 487
LEFT, 513-514
left lookup, INDEX and MATCH, 561-563
LEFT(), 457
left-to-right sorts, reordering columns, 291-292
LEFTB(), 457
legacy dialog boxes, selecting with keyboard accelerators, 69
legacy keyboard commands, 78-85
legacy mode
  Excel 2003, determining which commands work, 77
  pivot tables, 210-211
legacy naming, dealing with invalid legacy naming, 849-851
LEN, 457, 515-516
LENB(), 457
limitations
  of grids, 122-123, 126-127
  of pivot tables, 212-213
  of ribbon, 12
line charts, 302
linear relationships
  PEARSON, 675
  RSQ, 675-677
LINEST, 636, 661-667
troubleshooting, 667-668
links
  creating to unsaved workbooks, 802
  syntax variations when creating, 801
Links tab, Trust Center, 802-803
liquid measure, units of, 789-790
List, SmartArt, 330
lists
  calculating position within, RANK, 650-652
  choosing random items from, 472
  comparing with MATCH, 560-561
  with pivot tables, 266-268
  custom lists, sorting, 292-293
Live Preview, 14, 88, 90-91
LN, 737, 7-755
loading PDF files to Excel with Able2Extract, 1021
locating. See finding location
  of charts, changing, 322
  of Quick Access toolbar, changing, 42-43
locations, dragging worksheets to new location, 63
LOG, 737, 752
LOG10, 737, 752
logarithm functions, 750
  common logarithms on a base-10 scale, 750-752
  EXP, 753-755
  LN, 753-755
  LOG, 752
logarithmic distributions, testing probability, 700-702
logarithms,
  on a base-10 scale, 750-752
  calculating with complex numbers, 762
LOGEST, 637, 671-672
logical functions, 526
  alphabetical list of, 526
  AND, 533-534
  FALSE, 536
  IF, 532-533
  IFERROR, 537-538
  nesting IF functions, 535-536
NOT, 537
OR, 534-535
TRUE, 536
LOGINV, 637, 702
LOGNORMDIST, 637, 701
Longre, Laurent, 1022
LOOKUP, avoiding, 564
lookup and reference functions, 550
  ADDRESS, 571
  AREAS, describing a range with more than one area, 565
  CHOOSE, 550-551
  COLUMN, filling wide tables, 556-557
  describing the shape of a contiguous reference, 564-565
  GETPIVOTDATA, 577-579
  HLOOKUP, 557-559
  HYPERLINK, 574-575
  INDEX, 561-563
  INDIRECT, 572-574
  LOOKUP, avoiding, 564
  MATCH, 559-560
  comparing lists, 560-561
  filling a wide table, 563-564
  left lookup, 561-563
  OFFSET, describing ranges, 567-570
  RTD, 577
  TRANSPOSE, 575-577
  VLOOKUP, 554
lookup functions, 526
  alphabetical list of, 528-529
looping
  through rows, macros, 991-993
  through values, in report filter, 251
loops
  combining with FinalRow, 994
  testing records in, 995-996
LOWER, 457, 506-507
m, 488
macro recorder
  default state of, 975-976
  starting, 976-978
macros
  AutoFilter, 1002
  checking security settings before using, 970
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enabling VBA security, 970-971
combining loops with FinalRow, 994
customizing, 990-991
deleting records, 996-998
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MODE, 637, 647-648

models
  Goal Seek. See Goal Seek
  Scenario Manager, 867-870
  solving with Solver, 880-883
  what-if analysis, creating two-variable what-if tables, 865-867

Modify Table Quick Style
dialog, 230

modifying PivotTable Styles
group, 228-230

monochromatic data bars, con-
verting to, 159-160

MONTH, 454, 492

MoreFunc.dll, 1022-1023

mouse method, entering
formulas, 396

moving
  charts, 306
  numbers closer to icons, 163

Moving Average, forecasting
sales, 720-721

MROUND, 453, 464-466

MSQRT, 762

MULTINOMIAL, 478

multiplication, order of opera-
tions, 411-412

multithreaded calculations, speed-
ing up calculations, 950-951

 Namenaming
  cells, using New Name dialog, 843-844
  invalid legacy naming, 849-851
  worksheets, names with
  spaces, 800

navigating
  within drop-down lists, key-
  board accelerators, 68
  grid, 127-129
  with Name box, 844-845

navigation, shortcut keys, 70-71

negative numbers, explaining the
two’s complement for negative
numbers, 775

NEGIBINOMDIST, 638, 684-685

nesting IF functions, 535-536

NETWORKDAYS, 455, 503-504

new features
  AVERAGEIF(), 444-445
  charting, 6
  conditional formatting, 3-5
  CUBE functions, 447-448
  data visualizations, 3-5
  Filter command, 275-276
  Formula AutoComplete,
    434-435
  formula bar, 58
  galleries. See galleries
  grids, 2-3
  IFERROR(), 443-444
  Live Preview, 14
  Name Manager dialog, 854-855
  filtering, 855-856
  Page Layout view, 62
  ribbon. See ribbons
  Sort dialog, 288
  table tool, 402-403

New Formatting Rule dialog,
174, 232

New Name dialog, naming
cells, 843-844

New Sheet icon, 54
  adding worksheets, 63

New Worksheet icon, 63

NOMINAL, converting effective
interest rate to nominal
rate, 602

nominal rates, converting
from interest rates (NOMI-
NAL), 602

non-English character sets, 524

nonprintable characters, remov-
ing from text, 509

normal distribution, calculating
probability, 689-690

Normal view, 62

NORMDIST, 638, 689-690

NORMINV, 638, 690-691

NORMSDIST, 638, 691-692

NORMSINV, 638, 692-693

NOT, 537

nouns, comparing to
object.method (VBA), 983

NOW, 455, 490-491

NPER, 877
  estimate of how long a nest egg
  will last, 596

NPV, determining net present
value, 609-610

numbers
  adding with status bar, 60-61
  as criteria, 582
  filters, 282-284
  joining text, 416-417

numeric data, entering, 111

numeric formats
  changing with built-in formats
  in Format Cells dialog, 897-899
  changing with Home ribbon,
  895-896
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numeric formatting, pivot tables, 207-208

O

Object Linking and Embedding for Databases (OLE-DB), 814
object variables, macros, 986-987
object.method, comparing to nouns and verbs, 983
OCT2BIN, 739, 776
OCT2DEC, 739, 773
OCT2HEX, 739, 776
ODD, 453, 462
ODDFPRICE, 621-622
ODDFYIELD, 621-622
ODDLPRICE, 621-622
Office icon menu, 22-24
customizing Recent Documents list, 24-25
Office Online, downloading spreadsheets, 954-955
OFFSET, 832
describing ranges, 567-570
OLE-DB (Object Linking and Embedding for Databases), 814
100% stacked charts, 304
one-click sorting, 294
sorting several columns, 295
opening
Excel 2003 files in Excel 2007, 377-378
Excel 2007 files in previous versions of Excel, 372-373
Excel 2007 files (advanced) in Excel 2003, 373-376
Excel 2007 files (basic) in Excel 2003, 373
workbooks, with links to closed workbooks, 804
worksheets, by using the large grid in Excel 2003, 376
operations, order of operations, 410-412
operators
comparison operators, 532
mathematical operators, 410
options, selecting from galleries, 68
OR, 534-535
joining criteria, 582
organizational charts, SmartArt, 339-341
Page Break Preview mode, 938
Page Break view, 62
page breaks, 937
manual versus automatic, 937-938
manually adding, 937
Page Break Preview mode, 938
removing manual page breaks, 939
Page Layout ribbon, controlling themes and page setup, 27-28
Page Layout view, 62, 926-927
page setup options, 931
adding print titles, 934-936
adjusting
worksheet margins, 932-933
worksheet orientation, 933
gridlines and headings, 936
scaling options, 936
setting
print area, 933-935
worksheet paper size, 933-934
parameters, comparing to adverbs (VBA), 983-985
parentheses, stacking multiple parentheses, 412-413
Paste Special dialog, 921
pasting
data in charts, 315
Excel data
to Microsoft OneNote, 1006-1009
to Microsoft PowerPoint, 1009-1011
formats, 921
Word data into Excel text boxes, 1012-1013
PDF files
creating from worksheets, 943-944
loading to Excel with Able2Extract, 1021
PEARSON, 638, 675
Percentages, showing instead of values, 258-260
Difference settings, 260-262
PERCENTILE, 638, 653-654
PERCENTRANK, 638, 654-655
performing
analysis of variance with ANOVA, 725-729
FFTs with Analysis Toolpack, 794
goodness-of-fit testing, 696-698
hypothesis testing on correlations, 680
t-tests, 731-733
z-tests, 730-731
PERMUT, 639, 711
phone numbers, numeric formatting, 899
PHONETIC(), 457
PI, 453, 475
Picture Accent List, 339
Picture Caption List, 338
Picture Effects dropdown, 356
Picture Styles, 352-353
Picture Tools ribbon, 30
pictures
adding
effects to, 356-358
borders to, 356
applying color to, 355-356
arranging, 359-360
background pictures, 955
changing brightness and contrast, 355-356
cropping, 353-354
formatting with Picture Styles, 352-353
inserting
into headers, 929-930
on worksheets, 352
reducing file size of, 354-355
resizing, 353
pie charts, 302
dealing with small pie slices, 320-321
Pivot Chart Tools ribbon, 30
pivot charts, 323-325
Pivot Table Tools ribbon, 31
pivot tables, 6, 192
adding
fields using formulas, 252-254
new fields, 208-209
adding items along dimensions, 255
calculated items, 256-257
grouping, 257-258
blank cells, fixing, 236
building from Access queries, 1016-1017
changing default layout of, 202
PivotTable Field List box, 202-205
compact form, 216-220
counting records, 264-265
creating, 200-202
data fields, adding (special considerations), 224-227
eliminating blank cells, 209-210
filtering, 239-241, 246
ad hoc reporting tools, 251-252
with check boxes, 247-248
with date filters, 248-249
limiting reports to seven customers, 240, 242
looping through values with report filter, 251
with report filter, 249-250
showing bottom 25% of customers, 242
showing top or bottom customers who make specific dollar amount, 243-244
formatting, 227
conditional formatting, 230-235
modifying PivotTable Styles group, 228-230
with PivotTable Styles, 227-228
generating unique lists, 263
by week, 268
grouping daily dates to months and years, 238-239
layout options, 220-224
legacy mode, 210-211
limitations, 212-213
numeric formatting, 207-208
preparing data for, 192-199
rearranging, 205-207
retrieving one cell from, 577-579
rules for data, 200
showing percentages, 258-260
   Difference settings, 260-262
sorting, 239-241
with Data ribbon, 246
fields, 244-245
limiting reports to seven customers, 240, 242
showing bottom 25% of customers, 242
showing top or bottom customers who make specific dollar amount, 243-244
special considerations for, 188-190
troubleshooting, cells, 214
PivotTable Field List box, 201-202
changing default layout of pivot tables, 202-205
disappearance of, 213
PivotTable Style options, modifying PivotTable Styles group, 228-229
PivotTable Styles group, 227-228
   modifying
      by customizing styles, 230
      with PivotTable Style options, 228-229
      with Themes icons, 229
plural nouns, comparing to collections (VBA), 983
plus sign (+), 397
PMT, 433
calculating monthly payment on car loans, 593
POISSON, 639, 685-687
POWER, 453, 481-482
power, units of, 785-786
PowerPoint, pasting Excel data to, 1009-1011
powers, calculating with complex numbers, 762
PPMT, calculating principal payments, 598-599
predicting
   future results with regression, 718-720
   number of discrete events over time, POISSON, 685-687
preparing data for pivot tables, 192, 194-199
pressure
   conversion of, 781
   units, 780
preventing
   creation of absolute reference formulas, 847-848
   Update Links dialog from appearing, 805
PRICE, 617-618
price volatility, 626-627
PRICEDISC, 623
PRICEMAT, 622
Print, 42
print area, setting, 933-935
Print dialog box, controlling print options, 939-940
Print Preview, 42
Print Preview Tools ribbon, 31
print titles, adding, 934-936
printer options, controlling, 940
printing
   controlling print options by using Print dialog box, 939-940
   headers and footers, 927-931
   information about computers, INFO, 545-546
   page breaks. See page breaks
   Page Layout view, 926-927
   page setup options, 931
   adding print titles, 934-936
   adjusting worksheet margins, 932-933
   adjusting worksheet orientation, 933
   gridlines and headings, 936
   scaling options, 936
   setting print area, 933-935
   setting worksheet paper size, 933-934
   Quick Print, 939
PROB, 639, 708
probability
   calculating
      with NEGIBINOMDIST, 684-685
      in normal distribution, 689-690
      with NORMDIST, 691-692
      with NORMSDIST, 691-692
      with NORMSINV, 692-693
      with PROB, 708
   value of, 690-691
determining with
   BINOMDIST, 682-684
   testing on logarithmic distributions, 700-702
Process, SmartArt, 330
PRODUCT, 453, 481
Project pane, 982
PROPER, 457, 506-507
properties
   Range, 993, 996
   VBA, 985
Properties pane, 982
protecting worksheets, 959-960
publishing
to servers, 946
worksheets to webpages, 944-945
PV, monthly house payment, 595-596
Pyramid, SmartArt, 330
Pythagorean theorem, 741
QUARTILE, 639, 652-653
Query Wizard dialog, 816-817
Queueing times, 702-703
Quick Access toolbar, 22, 42
adding commands to, 43-45
assigning VBA macros to, 49-50
changing location of, 42-44
customizing, 45-48
filling up, 48
rearranging icons, 49
recommended icons for, 51
removing commands from, 45
resetting, 49
troubleshooting Excel, 50
quick formatting, 174
comparing worksheets, 184-185
finding cells containing data from, 177-179
highlighting data, 180-184
using formulas for rules, 175
formula box, 176-177
Quick Print, 42, 939
QUOTIENT, 453, 480-481
R
R1C1-style formulas, 987-989
RADIANS, 737, 741
radians versus degrees, 740
RAND, 296, 453, 470-471
creating random samples, 723-725
RANDBETWEEN, 453, 470-472
choosing random items from lists, 472
random samples, creating, 723-725
random sorting, 295-296
Range property, 993, 996
ranges
finding values based on, 551-553
justifying text, 918
macros, 993
referring to
multiple-cell ranges by name, 849
ranges that dynamically resize with OFFSET, 832
RANK, 639, 650-652, 717-718
ranking results, 717-718
RATE, determining interest rates, 594
rearranging
icons on Quick Access toolbar, 49
pivot tables, 205-207
RECEIVED, calculating total cash generated from bond investments, 618-619
Recent Documents list
customizing in Office icon menu, 24-25
increasing files in, 109-110
recording macros, 971-972
relative references, 976
records
advanced filters for unique records, 1000, 1002
counting with pivot tables, 264-265
deleting, 996-998
filtering, 275-276
recurring tasks, 953-954
reducing file size of pictures, 354-355
references
absolute cell references, 389-390
checking with ISREF, 542
describing the shape of a contiguous reference using functions, 564-565
mixed references, 390-391
referencing
columns from outside the table, 148
tables from outside the table, 146
tables in formulas using structured references, 148-149
referring
to multiple-cell ranges, by name, 849
to ranges that dynamically resize with OFFSET, 832
Reflection drop-down, 358
refreshing filters, 279
regression analysis, 632, 658-660
CORREL, 678-680
COVAR, 678-679
exponential regression
GROWTH, 673-675
LOGEST, 671-672
FISHER, 680
FISHERINV, 680
KURTOSIS, 681-682
PEARSON, 675
RSQ, 675-677
SKEW, 681
STEEYX, 677
straight-line regression
FORECAST, 668-669
INTERCEPT, 661-662
LINEST, 662-667
SLOPE, 661-662
TREND, 669-671
rejecting hypothesis, 710-711
Relationship, SmartArt, 330
Relationships, linear relationships
PEARSON, 675
RSQ, 675-677
relative references in macro recordings, 976
relative referencing, 389
Remove Duplicates, 274
finding unique values, 272-273
removing based on several columns, 273
removing
blank cells from pivot tables, 209-210
commands from Quick Access toolbar, 45
decimals, 462-463
duplicates, 274
based on several columns, 273
fields from pivot tables, 224
manual page breaks, 939
nonprintable characters, 509
trailing spaces, 507-509
reordering columns with left-to-right sorts, 291-292
repeating text multiple times, 520
REPLACE, 457, 519-520
REPLACEB( ), 457
replacing
  characters, 519
  multiple formulas with one
  array formula, 838-840
  named ranges with table refer-
  ences, 146
report filter
  filtering pivot tables, 249-250
  looping through values, 251
Report Filter, PivotTable Field
  List box, 205
reporting tools, ad hoc reporting
  tools (filtering pivot tables),
  251-252
reports, creating scenario sum-
  mary reports, 870-872
REPT, 457, 520-521
resetting Quick Access
  toolbar, 49
resizing
  charts, 306
  filter drop-down, 279
  pictures, 353
  tables, manually, 139
results
  predicting future results with
  regression, 718-720
  ranking, 717-718
results of far-off cells, watching,
  951-952
retrieving
  one cell from a pivot table,
  577-579
  real-time data, 577
reusing themes, 98-100
reversing
  sequence of icons, 163-164
  signs of imaginary components,
  761-762
Review ribbon, reviewing docu-
  ments, 28
reviewing documents with
  Review ribbon, 28
RGB, converting from hex to
decimal, 95
RGB color codes, 94-95
ribbon drop-downs, creating
  charts, 302-303
Ribbon user interface, 25-26
  changing ribbons, 26-27
  context-sensitive ribbons, 30
Data ribbon, managing data
  connections, 28
Developer ribbon, managing
  macros, 29
  finding old menu items, 31-39
Formulas ribbon,
  calculating, 28
Home ribbon, common com-
  mands, 27
Insert ribbon, eclectic com-
  mands, 27
  minimizing ribbons, 26
Page Layout ribbon, controlling
  themes and page setup, 27-28
Review ribbon, reviewing docu-
  ments, 28
View ribbon, 29
ribbons, 11-12
  Add-Ins, 30
  changing, 26-27
  Chart Tools, 30
  context-sensitive ribbons, 30
  customizing with
  CustomizeRibbon, 1020-1021
Data ribbon
  managing data
  connections, 28
  sorting, 246
Developer ribbon, managing
  macros, 29
Drawing Tools, 30
Formulas ribbon, 433
Header & Footer, 30
Home ribbon, 13, 27
Ink Tools, 30
Insert ribbon, 27
  limitations of, 12
  mini toolbar, 14
  minimizing, 26
Page Layout ribbon, 92
  controlling themes and page
  setup, 27-28
Picture Tools, 30
Pivot Chart Tools, 30
Pivot Table Tools, 31
Print Preview Tools, 31
Review ribbon, reviewing docu-
  ments, 28
  selecting icons, 67
SmartArt Tools, 31
Table Tools, 31
  tricks of, 13-14
  View ribbon, 29
RIGHT, 513-514
right triangles, 741
right-clicking to select data in
columns, 142-143
RIGHTB, 458
ROMAN, 472-474
ROMAND, 453
rotating text, 912-913
ROUND, 453, 463
ROUNDDOWN, 453, 463
ROUNDUP, 453, 463
Row Labels, PivotTable Field
  List box, 205
rows
  adding, automatically, 138-139
  adjusting height, 909-911
  banded rows, 149-151
  blank rows, adding to pivot
  tables, 222-223
  in grids, 123-125
  macros for looping through all
  rows, 991-993
RSQ, 639, 677
RTD, 577
rules, combining (conditional
  formatting), 185
running macros, 978-979
saving
  chart styles as templates,
  322-323
  Excel 2007 files for Excel 97
  through Excel 2003, 378-381
  themes, 100-101
  workbooks to Excel
  Services, 947
scaling headers and footers, 931
scaling options, printing, 936
Scenario Manager, 867-870
  adding multiple scenarios,
  872-874
  creating scenario summary
  reports, 870-872
Scenario Summary dialog, 873
scenario summary reports,
  creating, 870-872
Scenario Values dialog, 868
Schmid, Patrick, 1020
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School House Rock, 753

scientific notation, custom number format, 904

scope
allowing duplicate names in workbooks, 845-846
worksheet-level scope, 846

SEARCH, 458, 516-519
SEARCHB(), 458

searching for hidden data in workbooks, 952-953

SECOND, 455, 492

security, checking security settings before using macros, 970
enabling VBA security, 970-971

seeing formulas, 424-425

Select Case construct, 994-995

selecting
data and cells, shortcut keys, 71-72
data in columns
with arrow mouse pointers, 144
by right-clicking, 142-143
with shortcuts, 142-143
icons on ribbons, 67
items from filter drop-down, 277-278
from legacy dialog boxes, keyboard accelerators, 69
options from galleries, 68
visible cells only, 1002-1003

selection, filtering by, 279-280
Selection Pane, 360

sending workbooks via email, 942

separating text based on delimiters, 962

serial numbers, 485

Series Name, 300
Series Values, 300

SERIESSUM, 737, 767-768

servers, publishing to, 946
Service Quality Monitoring (SQM), 9-11

Shadow drop-down, 358

shapes, 328
displaying cell contents, 342-344
inserting into worksheets, 343
SmartArt, changing one shape, 336
using freeform shapes to create custom shapes, 344-345
working with, 344

sharing workbooks, 961
via email, 942
with legacy versions, 795

shortcut keys
for borders, 75-76
for calculating data, 73-75
for data entry, 73-75
for extending selections, 72
formatting, 73-75
navigating the grid, 128
navigation, 70-71
for selecting data and cells, 71-72
Windows, 70

shortcuts, selecting data in columns, 142-143

Show Mini Toolbar on Selection, 107

showing data bars in two colors, 190

SIGN, 453, 482-483

signatures, digital signatures (adding to workbooks), 958-959

Signh, Mala, 1022

simple variables, macros, 986-987

simplifying formulas with named ranges, 846-847

SIN, 737, 744

SINH, 737, 749

Sisogenes, 486-487

size of data bars, controlling, 157-158

sizing
charts, 306
pictures, 353

SKEW, 639, 681

SLN, calculating straight-line depreciation, 603-604
SLOPE, 640, 661-662

SMALL, 640, 645-646

SmartArt, 328-329
adding images to, 338-339
categories, 330
changing
shapes, 336
text formatting in one element, 335
to a new style, 332-334

common elements, 329-330
controlling from text pane, 336-338
inserting, 330-332
limited SmartArt, 341-342
micromanaging elements, 334
organizational charts and hierarchical Smart Art, 339-341
styles, 328

SmartArt Tools ribbon, 31

Social Security numbers, numeric formatting, 899

Solver, 879
installing, 879
solving models, 880-883

Solver Options dialog, 883

Sort A to Z, 295

Sort Ascending, 42, 295

Sort dialog, 288-289

Sort Oldest to Newest, 295

Sort Smallest to Largest, 295

sorts, 288
blank columns, 297
by color or icon, 289-290
case-sensitive sorts, 290-291
with custom lists, 292-293
with Data ribbon, 246
fields in pivot tables, 244-245
one-click sorting, 294
sorting several columns, 295
pivot tables, 239-241
limiting reports to seven customers, 240, 242
showing bottom 25% of customers, 242
showing top or bottom customers who make up a specific dollar amount, 243-244
random sorting, 295-296
reordering columns with left-to-right sorts, 291-292
troubleshooting, 296

spaces, removing trailing spaces, 507-509

speeding up calculations with multithreaded calculations, 950-951

Speedometer Chart Creator, 1022

spreadsheets, downloading from Office Online, 954-955

SQL Server, 813
SQL Server Analysis Services, 813
SQM (Service Quality Monitoring), 9-11
SQRT, 453, 481-482
SQRTPI, 453, 768
stacked charts, 304
stacking multiple parentheses, 412-413
standard regression errors, calculating with STEYX, 677
Standard toolbar, Excel 2003 icons and their Excel 2007 equivalents, 39
STANDARDIZE, 640, 693-694
starting macro recorder, 976-978
statistical analysis, 711-712
Analysis Toolpack, installing, 712-713
ANOVA, performing analysis of variance testing, 725-729
calculating relationships between variables with correlation and covariance, 722-723
forecasting sales, 720-722
generating, 715-717
measuring variability between methods with F-test, 729-730
predicting future results with regression, 718-720
random samples, creating, 723-725
ranking results, 717-718
t-tests performing, 731-733
z-tests performing, 730-731
statistical functions
alphabetical list of, 632-639, 641-642
descriptive statistics. See descriptive statistics
inferential statistics. See inferential statistics
regression analysis. See regression analysis
statistical analysis. See statistical analysis
status bar, 54
adding numbers, 60-61
STDEV, 640, 655-657
STDEVA, 640
STDEVPA, 640
STEYX, 640, 677
stock charts, creating, 318-320
Stop if True, improving conditional formatting, 164-166
stopping automatic copying of formulas, 141
straight-line depreciation, calculating with SLN, 603-604
straight-line regression
FORECAST, 668-669
INTERCEPT, 661-662
LINEST, 662-667
SLOPE, 661-662
stray drawing objects, eliminating, 349
structured references, referring to tables in formulas, 148-149
styles
cell formatting styles, 185-186
customizing with PivotTable Styles group, 230
formatting, 914-915
SmartArt, 328
SUBSTITUTE, 458, 519
Substitute function, 828
SUBTOTAL function arguments for, 469
ignoring rows hidden by filters, 469-470
using with multiple levels of totals, 467-469
SUBTOTAL function, 137, 453
subtotal rows, formatting, 964
subtotals, adding automatic subtotals, 962-964
SUM, 137, 460
Sum function, 243
sum of squares functions, 698
SumSQ, 698-699
SumX2MY2, 698-699
SumX2PY2, 698, 700
SumXMY2, 698-699
SUM(), 434, 440, 453
’sum-of-years’-digits depreciation, calculating with SYD, 607
SUMIF, 444-457, 453, 483-484
SUMPRODUCT, 737, 769-770
finding conditional sums, 840
SUMPRODUCT(), 453
SUMSQ, 640, 698-699
SUMX2MY2, 640, 698-699
SUMX2PY2, 641, 698, 700
SUMXY2, 641, 698-699
surface charts, adding drop lines to, 316-317
SYD, calculating ‘sum-of-years’-digits depreciation, 607
Symbol dialog, 958
Symbols, inserting into cells, 958
synchronous scrolling, comparing documents side-by-side, 956
syntax variations, when creating links, 801
T, 458, 523
t-distribution, 694-696
T-Test tool, 731-733
t-tests, performing, 731-733
Table references, replacing named ranges, 146
Table Style, creating double-height banded rows, 150-151
table tool, copying formulas, 402-403
Table Tools ribbon, 31
TABLE() array function, 866
tables
adding data to charts, 315-316
new formulas, 139-140
total rows, 137-138
conditional formatting, special considerations for, 187-188
creating tables in Excel and pasting to Word, 1011-1012
data, using for charts, 145-146
defining, 133
expanding, 138-139
filling wide tables, 556-557
INDEX and MATCH, 563-564
headers
freezing panes, 134-136
keeping in view, 133-134
intelligent tables. See intelligent tables
pivot tables. See pivot tables
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Tables Styles, creating banded rows and columns, 149-150

tabs, 23

TAN, 737, 742
finding the height of a tall building from the ground, 742-743

TANH, 737, 749

TBILL, 623-624

TBILLYIELD, 624

TBILLEQ, 624

TBILLPRICE, 624

TBILLPRICE, 624

TDIST, 641, 694

temperatures, units of, 788

templates, saving chart styles as, 322-323

testing
for errors, IS, 539
for types of values, IS, 539-541
goodness-of-fit testing
CHIDIST, 697
CHIINV, 697-698
CHITEST, 696-697
probability on logarithmic distributions, 700-702
records in loops, 995-996

TEXT, 522

text
breaking, 513-514
containing values, conditional formatting, 173-174
filters, 282-284
joining
with ampersand (&) operator, 505-506
with formulas, 415-416
with numbers, 416-417
justifying in ranges, 918
repeating multiple times, 520
rotating, 912-913
translating, 965-966
wrapping in cells, 917

Themes icons, modifying PivotTable Styles group, 229

thousands separators, numeric formatting, 897

3D formulas, 824-825
referring to previous worksheets, 824-827

TIME, 493-494
time
formats, 488-490
units, 779
time functions, 454

TINV, 641, 695

TODAY, 177, 455, 490-491
toggling
features on and off, 107
total rows, 138
toolbars
Formatting toolbar, Excel 2003 icons and their Excel 2007 equivalents, 40
Mini toolbar, 54
Quick Access toolbar. See Quick Access toolbar, 42
Standard toolbar, Excel 2003 icons and their Excel 2007 equivalents, 39
where they went, 6-11
tools, table tool, 402-403

ToolTip, in-cell ToolTips (help with functions), 436-437

Top 10 AutoShow, 239

Top 10 Filter dialog, 242-243

Top 10 Value filter, 246
top/bottom rules, 166-167
total rows
adding to tables, 137-138
toggling, 138
totals, turning off in pivot tables, 222-223
tracing dependents, 427
tracking last cell changed (CELL), 548-549
trailing spaces, removing, 507-509
translating text, 965-966
TRANSPOSE, 575-577
Transpose options, formulas, 835-838
TREND, 641, 669-671
trendlines, 317-319

trigonometry
measuring the distance across a canyon, 745
one side plus one angle, 742
Pythagorean theorem, 741
radians versus degrees, 740
right triangles, 741

trigonometry functions
ACOS, 746
ACOSH, 750
alphabetical list of, 736-737
ARC, 746-747
ASIN, 747
ASINH, 750
ATAN, 747
ATAN2, 747-748
ATANH, 750
calculating with complex numbers, 762
COS, 742, 744-745
COSH, 749
DEGREES, 741
emulating gravity, 748-749
IMCOS, 762
IMEXP, 762
IMLN, 762
IMLOG10, 762
IMLOG2, 762
IMPOWER, 762
IMSER, 762
MSQRT, 762
RADIANS, 741
SIN, 742-744
SINH, 749
TAN, 742-743
TANH, 749
TRIM, 458, 509
TRIMMEAN, 641, 649
troubleshooting
Advanced Filter, 285
color scales, 160-161
eliminating stray drawing objects, 349
Excel, Quick Access toolbar, 50
fill handles, double-clicking, 403-406
formulas, 425-429
Goal Seek, 877-878
keyboard accelerators, 66
LINEST, 667-668
pivot tables, cells, 214
sharing workbooks with legacy versions, 795
sorting, 296
text times entered as M:SS, 524
unmerging cells in data pasted from the Web, 924

TRUE, 536
with VLOOKUP, 551-552
TRUNC, 453, 462

Trust Center
Links Tab, 802-803
overcoming by using a trusted location, 804

trusted locations, overcoming the Trust Center, 804
TTEST, 641, 695-696
turning off totals, in pivot tables, 222-223
two-variable what-if tables, creating, 865-867
TYPE, 549-550
type text argument, 545

unary minus, 411
underline, applying, 906
Unfreeze Panes, 135
unique lists, generating with pivot tables, 263
unique values, identifying with conditional formatting, 173
unmerging cells in data pasted from the Web, 924
Update Links dialog, preventing from appearing, 805
UPPER, 458, 506-507

VALUE, 458, 523
value cells, expanding in pivot tables, 219-220

values
filtering sets of values, 790-791
formatting values above or below average, 175
versus formulas, 387-388
holding with names, 856-857
looping through in report filter, 251
matching values, locating position of, 559-560
PivotTable Field List box, 205
showing percentages instead, 258-260
testing for with IS, 539-541
VAR, 641, 657
VARA, 641
variability, measuring differences in, 705-706
variable declining balance, 607-609
variables
determining where two variables vary together, 678-679
macros, 986-987
VARP, 641, 657
VARPA, 642
VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), 970, 982-983
comparing
adjectives, 985-986
collections to plural nouns, 983
object.method to nouns and verbs, 983
parameters to adverbs, 983-985
examining recorded code, 986
VBA Help, accessing, 985
VBA macros, assigning to Quick Access toolbar buttons, 49-50
VBA security, enabling, 970-971
VDB (variable declining balance), calculating depreciation for any period, 607-609
verbs, comparing to object.method (VBA), 983
vertical lookup. See VLOOKUP
Vertical Picture Accent List, 338
Vertical Picture List, 338
View control, 54
View ribbon, 29
View Side by Side with Synchronous Scrolling, 957
views, 62
VisiCalc, 987
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), 970
VLOOKUP, 507, 550, 554
matching two lists, 555
with FALSE, 552-553
with TRUE, 551-552

W
Watch Window, 427
Watch Window dialog, 951-952
watching results in far-off cells, 951-952
Web pages
connecting to data on, 805-808
publishing worksheets to, 944-945
Web queries, managing cell properties for, 808
WEEKDAY, 180, 455, 496-497
WEEKNUM, 455, 497
WEIBULL, 642, 707
weight, units of, 777
what-if analysis, 864-865
creating two-variable what-if tables, 865-867
Windows, shortcut keys, 70
wizards, Function Wizard, 435-436

Word
creating tables in Excel and pasting to Word, 1011-1012
using Excel data in Word mail merge, 1013-1016
WordArt, 328, 345-346
workbooks
connecting to closed workbooks, 820-822
worksheets, 800-803
creating links to unsaved workbooks, 802
digital signatures, adding, 958-959
inserting worksheets in the middle of a workbook, 63
missing linked workbooks, 804
opening with links to closed workbooks, 804
saving to Excel Services, 947
searching for hidden data, 952-953
sending via email, 942
sharing, 961
using scope to allow duplicate names, 845-846
WORKDAY, 455, 503
worksheet margins, adjusting, 932-933
worksheet orientation, adjusting, 933
worksheet panes, freezing, 134-136
worksheet paper size, setting, 933-934
worksheet window, controlling look of, 108-109
changing gridline color, 110-111
entering numeric data, 111
increasing files in Recent Documents list, 109-110
worksheet-level scope, 846

workbooks
adding
clip art to, 360
with New Sheet icon, 63
comparing, 184-185
connecting, 798-799
copying formats to, 923
creating PDF files from, 943-944
dragging to new locations, 63
formatting, 892-893
inserting in the middle of workbooks, 63
inserting shapes into, 343
names with spaces, 800
opening by using large grid in Excel 2003, 376
pictures, inserting, 352
protecting, 959-960
publishing to web pages, 944-945
referring to previous worksheets, 3D formulas, 824,
826-827
zooming in and out, 59-60
wrapping text in cells, 917
Wright, Ken, 2

X
XIRR, calculating return rate when cash flow dates are not periodic, 614
XLSM, 369
XLSX, 369
XML (Extensible Markup Language), 367-370, 814
XNPV, calculating net present value when payments are not periodic, 613-614
XY (scatter) charts, 302

Y
y, 488
YEAR, 455, 492
YEARFRAC, 499-500
YEARFRAC(), 455
YEN(), 458
YIELD, 616
YIELDDISC, 623
YIELDMAT, 622
yy, 488
yyy, 488
yyyy, 488

Z
z-tests, performing, 730-731
zip codes, numeric formatting, 899
Zoom slider, 54, 59-60
zooming in and out of worksheets, 59-60
ZTEST, 642, 708-711